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ABSTRACT

The coordination of surge arresters, used to protect electric power circuit networks, has always

created difficulty for designers; the difficulty being that when two or more arresters are present, a

smaller one may improperly protect a larger one, potentially leading to a failure of the

combination of these devices to protect the circuit from the surge. In this particular document,

the case of a model of a simple two-branch building circuit network is examined, with an aim to

produce a general method of examining the performance of these circuits using PSCAD/EMTDC

software, developed by the Manitoba HVDC Research Centre Inc. Once developed and

compared to existing experimental results, the model is then applied to a variety of branch circuit

and service entrance arrester configurations, and then finally exposed to a model of a surge

passed through a typical single phase distribution transformer. The results of all model runs are

compared to their appropriate counterparts. The studies comprising this thesis have revealed that

a satisfactory model has been produced, with results within those expected of the variability of

arrester component tolerances, but that there is also room for further experimental verification,

especially to advance the model for studying a greater variety of circumstances and circuits. The

developed model is such that, with proper packaging and preparation, it may serve as a surge

coordination teaching aid.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Surge arrester coordination is a topic of continuing research, and that is no less the case where

the protection of building electric power circuit networks are concerned. While there is no

substitute for experimenting on the actual circuit in question, this is neither practical, no¡ is it

always possible to experiment on a laboratory mock-up of an actual circuit. Additionally, such

experiments are time and resource consuming, and consequently may be impractical for studying

an elaborately large circuit with numerous branches. An attractive alternate method of analysing

surge arrester coordination is to use a software model and focus attention on particular situations

that require further experimental study, or ideally may even replace the need for any

experimentation.

A review of the literature revealed that there is a multitude of approaches to attempting to

coordinate surge arresters in building power wiring. Furthermore, it reveled that several attempts

at developing a model have been tried, usually in combination with a new idea of how to provide

better arrester coordination. One such attempt [1], the basis of this thesis, is to reintroduce the

concept of a gap arrester for building protection in series with a metal oxide varistor (MOV).

The stated intent of that research paper was to suggest that appropriate coordination is possible

with a gapped arester and to invite other concerns to develop the idea further.
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While that contention appears to be upheld in both that paper and this thesis, of special note is

the EMTP software model used in [i]. This thesis takes the concept of that software model and

advances it using a newer software model PSCAD, Version 3.0.8, developed by the Manitoba

HVDC Research Centre Inc. in Winnipeg, Canada. PSCAD is largely optimised for use in high

voltage transmission research, but it is demonstrated in this thesis to have the capability to scale

down to the shorter, lower voltage power circuitry discussed in this document.

While EMTP is the basis of PSCAD, the two models presented in [] and in this thesis

respectively, do not resemble each other in any obvious manner. The EMTP model is primarily

an idealised mathematical model, good for testing equation relationships, whereas the PSCAD

model is primarily a computer aided design (CAD) approach to simulating individual circuit

components that keeps its equation internals largely hidden from the developer.

There are a total of 23 model runs in this study. The four experimental results of [1] are

emulated with a PSCAD model, and then the model is in turn used to study fifteen similar circuit

arrester configurations, using the same basic circuit setup as [1]. Finally, fou¡ additional runs

study the effect of introducing a surge to the circuit model that is typical of one that has passed

through a single phase distribution transformer. The latter 19 model runs do not have

experimental results to verify them. These runs are unique for this particular type of arrester

coordination. While other researchers have attempted arrester coordination, and still others have

attempted transformer surge studies, this is believed to be the first study of coordination between

gap-MOV and MOV arresters exposed to a surge passed through a distribution transformer.

Comparisons between the four experimental results published in [i] and the PSCAD model runs
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are provided, as well as a discussion of some limitations of the proposed model.

1.I FORMAT OF THIS THESIS

In Chapter II, the issue of arrester coordination is discussed more fully to give a background for

the development of the circuit model. Chapter Itr deals with circuit modelling methodology and

particularly with the development of the PSCAD model used in all of the following model runs.

Chapter fV is concemed with presenting, reproducing, and comparing experimental surge runs on

the circuit provided bV [1] with surge runs using the PSCAD model. In Chapter V, nine

additional PSCAD model runs provide an exploration of the effects of all of the remaining

different branch circuit arrester combinations for the two branch circuits, using each of the three

surge conditions applied to the circuit with an arrester on the long branch cable in Chapter IV.

Two additional runs also model the effect of completely removing the arrester protecting the

circuit "service entrance". Chapter VI explores the effect of the gap voltage firing level on

circuit protection. In Chapter VII, the surge output of a transformer, transferred from the high

voltage to the low voltage winding of a 2-winding transformer, is input to the model circuit and

studied. Finally, the conclusions of this thesis, including some general limitations to the PSCAD

modelling method uncovered in the model runs, and suggestions for further work are summarised

in chapter VItr.
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Chapter tr

ARRESTER COORDINATION

Surge arresters have become coÍrmon devices that are used in commercial and residential wiring

for the protection of sensitive electronic and other equipment. These devices are often

indiscriminately applied in building power circuits in power bars and equipment power supplies

without any concern for their coordination.

The coordination of surge arresters is important in any circuit that contains them. Where there is

more than one arrester, it is usually preferable to isolate and dissipate a surge in the largest

arrester, at a point as remote from the equipment as possible. In most cases, that point will be at

or near the service entrance panel of the building, where the arrester will be expected to dissipate

the majority of the energy of a surge originating f¡om outside the building. It is preferable not

just to keep the surge away from equipment it may damage, but away from other circuits in the

building it may spread to, in order to avoid signal intemrptions and possible damage to

electronics. A surge on a power conductor may be transferred to more sensitive communication

lines [2], and in more extreme cases, may even damage the power cabling in the building [3].

In the past, a wide range of possible solutions have been attempted as a means of providing a

simple universal solution to the problem of coordination. One interesting possible solution [1],

and the basis of this study, is the application of a gapped arrester in series with a metal-oxide
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varistor (MOV) at the service entrance panel to focus on and dissipate the bulk of an externally

applied surge before it can have a chance to propagate to other parts ofthe building.

The problem with using a gapped arrester by itself at the service entrance is that it is effective for

insulation protection, but not effective enough for protecting solid state electronic equipment [4].

This is because of the higher sensitivity of some modem electronic devices, many of which are

delicate enough that they require special precautions in their handling to avoid mild discharges

such as static electricity. Consideration of this problem eventually led to an attempted

coordination solution of a pure solid state MOV arrester at the service entrance [5], [6], [7], [8],

[9], [10] with varying results, and even the coordination with a gap arrester at the service

entrance [1 l].

The trouble with the attempted MOV solution is that smaller, plarured or unplanned, MOV

arresters located elsewhere in the building circuitry usually trigger at lower voltages than the

larger service entrance MOV, in effect protecting it from the surge. This situation generally

results in a majority of the surge dissipation nearer to the equipment than the service entrance,

resulting in the dangers of failure of the local equipment arrester and failure of the local

equipment itself. Specifically, the particular varistor surge device with the lowest limiting

voltage determines where the majority of the surge current will flow, even if separated by some

circuit length [1], [5], [8], [9], [0], U 1l.

Many of the MOV arresters located throughout the power circuitry of a building are placed there

by a combination of electronic equipment designers, who install them as low cost protection for

low surge immunity components in their products, and by equipment purchasers and operators,
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who in turn haphazardly locate them in a building, intentionally or unintentionally along with

various plug in devices such as "power bars". Clearly, this haphazard situation complicates any

attempt to design an easy universal coordination solution. It also creates a need for an analysis

tool with the potential to simpliff the coordination process. It is with this aim in mind that

PSCAD/EMTDC was chosen for this document as the possible basis for such a tool and to

investigate a general purpose, combined MOV and gap service entrance arrester.

A general purpose service entrance arrester that has inherent coordination properties, has great

appeal as a building surge solution. This is because the decision making process regarding the

choice of equipment protection at the local equipment inherently rests in the hands of people who

have little or no knowledge of the building circuitry that the equipment is to operate in.

Generally, these people are the equipment purchasers and operators mentioned above. They may

tend to view equipment protection from the perspective of protecting only one or a few devices at

one location, or not at all. They also may tend to view surge protection from a "more is better"

perspective, erring on the side of adding a MOV rather than leaving it out, but this perspective is

not as important as the general unpredictability of the surge protection that may result from such

multiple decision making.

Thus the problem of building surge protection might adequately be summarised as one of

choosing an arrester for installation at the service entrance that will protect the widest possible

array of local equipment arresters, whose locations are not predictable because equipment and

plug in surge protectors are changed on an ad hoc basis.

Circuit impedance is also an important factor in the coordination of arresters. Greater
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impedance, typically found on longer branch circuits, helps to separate the service arrester from

the other arresters electrically, and thereby make the service arrester more attractive to the surge

through simple voltage division.

The service entrance arrester combination used in this study is a MOV, with a lower tum on

voltage than any of the downstream branch circuit MOV anesters, combined in series with an arc

gap to prevent the MOV from triggering on steady state line voltage. This combination will

allow for the branch circuit downstream equipment MOV arresters to continue to be chosen to

trigger on overvoltages that are close to the line voltage, as they tend to be indiscriminately

chosen as mentioned above, but also allow for an even lower trigger voltage on the service

entrance MOV that is more attractive to the surge. The result should be the deposition of the

bulk ofa surge at the building entrance when an appropriately chosen arc gap fires.

-7-



Chapter Itr

MODELLING METHODOLOGY

kr [1] a relatively simple model was developed using EMPT software to represent the results of

one of the experiments. It is the purpose of this study to develop a bette¡ model that can be

applied to a wider variety of cases, using the newer and more advanced PSCAD/EMTDC

software.

3.1 EMTP

The EMTP model outlined in [] used an ideal damped sine wave to simulate the impinging

current delivered by a transient surge. The output waveforms from the model have the

characteristic look of simple "ideal" mathematical waveforms, rather than the "grainy" or

"rougher" texture associated with experimental measurement of voltages and currents. T ikewise,

there is no sign of ringing or other phenomena that would reflect subtle circuit parameters.

While there is reasonable correlation with the experimental results, there is an inherent

oversimplification in such a representation as reflected in the output discussed in Chapter IV.

3.2 PSCADÆMTDC

PSCAD/EMTDC is a "window" based software package that performs essentially the same type

of analysis as EMTP, except that it is greatly enhanced, with many built in models for items such

as cables and varistors, and a graphical interface that provides for a reasonable degree ofvisual
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feedback that the circuit being studied is the intended one. The software, developed by the

Manitoba I{VDC Research Centre lnc. of Wirmipeg, Canada, is largely optimized for use in high

voltage transmission research, but it may be used to represent the type of circuitry discussed in

this document, namely that used for general purpose low voltage power wiring in buildings.

The major constraint limiting the use of PSCAD in this thesis is that of the particular software

version (Personal Edition) used, namely that the modelled circuit may not have more than 15

"nodes" in it. Other (more expensive) versions of PSCAD do not have this limit, but budgetary

constraints and practical access were limitations in this study. Nonetheless, this constraint did

not limit the general investigation into the usefulness of PSCAD as a modelling tool.

3.3 THE BASIC CIRCIIIT MODEL TO REPRESENT A BIIILDING

The chosen circuit model is identical to that used in [ ] and shown in Figure 3. 1 . This particular

model was chosen primarily because of the good existing documentation of its experimental

results; but any model may have been chosen and would be equally appropriate for the analysis if

experimental results are available. Reasonable availability of gap arresters proved to be the chief

limitation against conducting new experiments. Distributors were unwilling to ship small

quantities or samples.

-9-
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FIG. 3.1: Test circuit for analysis of coordination between a combination gap-MOV service

entrance arrester and MOV branch circuit arresters []. (Phase and neutral only;

ground wire ignored.)

The most important aspect of the model is that there is a short and a long branch available that

are both typical of those found in buildings. The short branch must be short enough to provide

insufficient impedance for easy arrester coordination. The long branch is ideally long enough

that it is easier to demonstrate coordination. The basic circuit is composed of a 1 m long, two-

wire service entrance cable, a service entrance panel bus, and two, two-wire branch circuits,

4.5 m and 36 m long. All three cables are joined at the service entrance panel. The combination

gap-MOV service entrance arrester is located at the near end of the service entrance cable, 1 m

from the service entrance panel, and the two branch circuit MOV arresters are each located on

one of the two branch circuits at the far ends from the service entrance panel.
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3.4 PSCAD Methodoloe.y of Representing the Circuit

The overall PSCAD circuit model is directly based on the test circuit described immediately

above. However, discrete PSCAD components do not exist to directly simulate all of the

individual devices in the circuit. Therefore, several combinations of the different types of

available PSCAD components are used in the model to simulate the remaining devices.

There are four basic types of functional components available in PSCAD for modelling: circuit

components, real number components, logic components, and metering components. The circuit

components represent physical circuit devices, the real number components manipulate real

number values (such as voltages, currents, energy, and time), the logic components provide

digital logic style on-off switching control of circuit components and real number components,

and the metering components display real number values by behaving like oscilloscope displays

and other metering devices. Combinations of these components typically provide a graphical

representation of circuit devices on computer screen that should be familiar to anyone acquainted

with electrical schematics.

Each terminal of a circuit component is potentially a node and may form a common node with

other circuit components if directly connected together or if connected by simple connecting

lines. This concept of "nodes" is very similar to that used in conventional mesh or nodal circuit

analysis. Real number and logic components do not factor into or add to the number of nodes as

they are not part of the "circuitry".

Node conservation is a critical design issue for the particular version of the PSCAD software

used. The maximum number the software permits is 15. Some measurement components, such

-t 1-



as cunent transducers, may introduce extra nodes. Fortunately, some circuit components have

"measuring capability" built into them and may be used to conserve nodes.

Simple cormecting lines behave in an ideal manner, with no effect on the circuit other than

simple connection. Dead end connecting lines have no circuit effect whatsoever, and are only

present to graphically symbolise buses and cable ends. As mentioned above, labelled terminals

can also act as ideal connecting lines, connecting points without visible lines. They are used to

connect real number and logic components.

The circuit devices represented in the circuit model, not to be confused with the PSCAD

components, fall into two basic categories: those that can be directly simulated by PSCAD

components and those that cannot. The latter category of representations are composed of

multiples of the four basic types of PSCAD components mentioned above, not just circuit

components. See Figure 3.2 for the overall PSCAD circuit representation. See Appendix A for a

sunìmary of aII PSCAD component parameters.
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FIG. 3.2: Basic PSCAD representation for test circuit used in the analysis of coordination

between a combination gap-MOV service entrance arrester and MOV branch circuit

arresters.

The first category of the circuit device representations, the directly modelled circuit devices,

include the MOV's and the three cables.
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3.4.1 MOV Components

FIG. 3.3: Directly modelled MOV.

The MOV components are readily scalable to the building circuit under study and only require

simple parameter settings. Up to three MOV's are used in the circuit for any given run. Two

identical MOV's are used at either or both ends of the two branch circuits. They are typical of

ones used in "power bars" and electronic equipment power supplies and are typically designed to

trigger close to the line voltage. The third MOV is used in combination with the gap arrester at

the service entrance and is designed to trigger at a slightly lower voltage than the branch circuit

MOV's. This will be referred to as the gapped MOV.

Both of the sets of MOV parameters used are an amalgam of typical MOV's [12], [13], [14],

[15], [16] intended for typical 120 volt RMS AC building voltages. See Figure 3.4 for a sample

set of V-I curve specifications, and Appendix A for the chosen model "curves". Each chosen

"curve" is actually a data look-up table that may be conceptualised as a listing of points (on the

curve) that are corurected with linear segments to form a piece-wise linear approximation. The

points are chosen to avoid sharp bends between the linear segments. The amalgam approach was

chosen because the exact components, and consequently their exact specifications, were not

known. A more representative average resulted from comparing several sets of specifications

rather than relying on just one. Figure 3.4 also demonstrates that the primary difference between

MOV's with different voltage ratings is a simple shift of the V-I curve along the voltage axis.
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FIG. 3.4: Sample MOV parameters used as part of amalgam [14].

The "Arrester Voltage Rating" specification of the MOV components was used in the model to

accomplish the curve shift between the service entrance and the branch MOV's. It also provides

a mechanism for adjusting for differences in MOV specification tolerance should that prove

necessary, which it did not. No artifacts such as angularities were noticed in the currents in the

following runs due to the vertices in the MOV model curves. The main criteria used for

verifying the modelling of all of the devices, including these ones, is duplication of the

experimentally derived results in [1].
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3.4.2 Cable Model

c1 JEIIlÊ I r r UäÐlÊ I

FIG. 3.5: Directly modelled cable.

The cable component is intended by the PSCAD developers to represent "underground" utility

distribution class cables and requires some assumptions to account for its intended use, in

addition to simple parameter settings. The cable parameters used in the model are "standard"

dimensions for "Loomex" NMD90, plastic coated, two conductor,12 gauge building wire [7],

[18], with 300 volt rated insulation, intended for typical 120 volt RMS AC building voltages

found in Canada and the United States.

The underground cable component uses a frequency dependant mode transmission line model.

There are no discrete inductance, capacitance, or resistance specifications. These values are

determined by PSCAD from the physical properties, dimensions, and orientations outlined in the

cable component specifications. See Appendix B.

The cable component requires a depth specification. Under real world conditions the cables

could be expected to be at a multitude of orientations to conducting and non-conducting planes,

cables, and irregular objects, not to mention possibly enclosed in metallic conduit or flexible

Cable I
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arrnour. As a compromise the cable was modelled as laying in the surface of the ground (ie. in

the ground plane). Later, this proved to be a reasonable assumption, as demonstrated by the

model runs.

It is unknown which particular style of "Loomex" or non-metallic sheathed cable the author [1]

used. Some variants have thicker or thinner layers of different plastic insulations, changing the

separation between conductors. Some older variants of this cable even have different insulating

dielectrics, such as rubber, paper, jute, and tar, again with varying conductor separations.

Variations also exist in cable diameter between cables manufactured in Canada and the United

States, and between flexible and non-flexible wire stranding, conductor diameter, and conductor

purity. These variations affect the resistance, inductance, and capacitance ofthe cable.

The ground wire, or arnour in the case of armoured cable, which in normal wiring practices is

only bonded to the circuit neutral conductors at the service entrance panel, is ignored in the

model as a means of conserving nodes in the circuit. Later, this also proved to be a reasonable

assumption, as demonstrated by the model runs. lncluding it would add three more nodes to the

model and consequently prevent the software from functioning. There were no arresters

connected to the ground conductor in the experiment described in [1], and it is unclear if there

were any connections either from a neutral conductor to a ground conductor, or between any of

the ground conductors in the three cables.

3.4.3 RLC Trimmine Component

3.Gt.OE-OûeO,O
+¡+Ar-"'ÈF

FIG. 3.6: RLC trimming component.
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A variety of ideal circuit components, including resistors and inductors, are also present in the

circuit model and these devices provide minor trimming and adjustment in order to provide a

better match between simulation and experimental results. These components were collected

together into an RLC component in order to conserve on the number of nodes in the circuit. The

capacitance is zero in all three RLC components.

Varistor impedance is trimmed with inductive components similar to lead impedance typically

quoted in specifications [12], [13]. Tests made on lead-mounted devices, even with careful

attention to minimize lead length, show that the voltage induced through lead inductance

contributes substantially to the voltage appearing across the varistor terminals [13]. The MOV

component does not have an inductance specification available.

Small trimming resistances are also included in these components. The only effects of these are

to lower the maximum amplitudes of the currents that pass through them and to shorten the times

to rise to and fall from that maximum. In the case of the largest compensating resistance, on the

long branch, the 3 Ohm resistance reduces the amplitude by about half. They do not affect the

current waveforms in any other noticeable marurer. They may be indicative of a small error in

the MOV model parameters, a small er¡or in the cable model parameters, or of losses due to

minor surface oxidation in wire connections.

The circuit device representations described below, belong to the latter category mentioned

above, are those composed of multiples of the four basic types of PSCAD components, and are

modelled with PSCAD circuit components that are not designed to simulate the desired circuit

devices and require some modification.
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3.4.4 Gap Arrester Model

FIG. 3.7: Gap arrester model.

The gap portion of the gapped MOV arrester is simulated with a combination of a circuit breaker

component and a voltage source component, and is controlled by real and logic circuit

components. Paramete¡s for both the gap arrester and the voltage source are based on model

performance matching experimental results, rather than on catalogue specifications. Gap

operation is described after a discussion of the components in Figure 3.7. Some components are

shared with the surge generator described below.
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The single phase circuit breaker component performs the on-off function of the gap, and is set up

such that it operates like a relay logic controlled switch. Pre-insertion resistance and time delay

options of the component are disabled. Over current protection for the PSCAD circuit breaker

component is normally accomplished with external logic, and logic in this case has instead been

provided for it to operate as a gap device, simulating arc formation and extinction. A current

sensor in the circuit breaker component is used to switch on the gap voltage and also to switch

the surge voltage applied to the circuit when the gap triggers.

The voltage source component performs the functions of arc voltage drop and gap capacitance.

The gap voltage "Vg" drop is dependant on the input pulse maximum amplitude (and total charge

made available to the circuit), as controlled by real number components and is described below,

and is also dependant on the gap series capacitance. The voltage drop rises slowly with time

between arc formation and extinction, summing the interaction between the constant DC ideal

source and the capacitance. As it rises, the gap current becomes choked off, until it falls below

0.1 A, at which point the gap circuit breaker opens and the ideal source voltage becomes zero.

The internal capacitance of the voltage source component is an example of one of the features of

several components that can be used to conserve on the number of circuit nodes required in the

model.

Real number circuit components are used to control gap triggering, gap extinguishing, and a

variety of measuring components, including those used to modifu the gap operations. They

include two level comparators, a delay, two constant multipliers, two N/D

(numerator/denominator) dividers, a subtractor, a divider, and four constants. Not all real

number circuit components are corurected with circuit trace lines. Labelled terminals also act as
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connected circuit traces. It is important to keep track of the terminals and their data labels to

fully understand the real number pathways.

There are several examples ofthese unapparent connections in Figure 3.7 above. The current

"Ig" through the gap, is not only an output of the circuit breaker component, but is also the input

to the current comparator component. The voltage "Vg" across the gap (an output of one of the

voltmeter components in Figure 3.2, further above) is also the input to the voltage comparator

component. Finally, the value present at the "Delay" terminal is used as a parameter in the delay

component immediately above it, and the value present at the "GapTrig" terminal is also used in

the voltage comparator component as the trigger voltage level for the gap. "Ig" and "Vg" are

also used as ínputs to the oscilloscope metering displays discussed below.

A potentially confusing aspect of the real number components is that the input and output units

that the real numbers represent are not necessarily the same. For example, the two comparators

accept numbers representing currents and voltages as inputs, but the outputs ofboth are restricted

to ones and zeros so that they may be used as inputs to logic components and as an input to a

multiplier, whose output in tum represents a voltage.

The logic circuit components, include an or gate and a not gate. They will accept other values as

valid inputs, but to lend some clarity to the model, they have been arbitrarily restricted to one and

zero values to make their firnction in the circuit more obvious.

Now that the gap components have been discussed, gap operation will be described. The gap

firing process is initiated when the gap voltage "Vg" exceeds the value "GapTrig" in the voltage
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comparator component. If this condition persists for the period of time "Delay''in the delay

component, then a logic high is passed through the or gate, inverted by the not gate and the

circuit breaker component closes. The not gate is necessary because the circuit breaker

component closes on negative logic, that is to say, on a logic low (or zero) instead of a logic high

(or one).

Once the gap (circuit breaker component) closes, current "Ig" begins to flow through the gap.

This current is compared to a nominally small value (0.1 A), and will output a logic high (a one)

that passes through the or gate and keeps the circuit breaker component closed as long as cur¡ent

flows through the gap. Likewise, the value of the current does not control the value of the ideal

voltage source in the gap other than to act as a switch, turning it either on or off.

The gap firing delay is controlled by, and is inversely proportional to, the difference between the

maximum surge amplitude and the gap trigger voltage (top and bottom "700.0" constant

components in Figure 3.7, respectively). The constant 0.00015 is determined from the

experimental results of all three runs that cause the gap to fire in the following chapter (Cases 2,

3, and 4).

The remainder of the components are used to extinguish the gap. As the voltage across the

capacitor rises, the gap voltage (the sum ofthe constant ideal source and variable capacitor

voltages), rises with it until the gap voltage equals the lowe¡ed impulse voltage, and

consequently the gap current reaches zero, switching open the gap. The gap triggering voltage

("700.0") and two other correction factors ("85.5" and "100.0") are introduced into the overall

calculation of the DC voltage for the ideal source to better model the experimental waveshape.
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Gap capacitance is also adjusted to better reproduce the experimental results.

3.4.5 Suree Generator

FIG. 3.8: Surge generator model.

The surge generator is simulated with a voltage source component that includes intemal

capacitance. The capacitance is experimentally derived by matching waveshapes in the runs

below. The voltage is controlled by two sets of real number components that are selected by a

logic component. The impulse ideal source voltage will remain matched to its real number input

regardless of the load presented to it. The¡efore, it is necessary to use a second set of real

number components to control voltage magnitude if the gap fires, in order to better represent the

fact that the surge impulse has a finite amount of energy contained in it. Otherwise, if the
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voltage is not changed, the branch circuit would have exactly the same current and amount of

energy deposited in it as if the gap had not fired, plus additional energy would be deposited in the

gap - an impossible situation. Surge generator model operation is described alongside a

discussion of the components in Figure 3.7. Some components are shared with the gap model

described above.

The surge generator model contains two PSCAD real number surge components that both accept

the same time clock. Each surge component is actually a data look-up table of four points that

may be conceptualised as a listing of points that are corurected with linear segments to form a

piece-wise linear approximation. At the start of a model run, the upper of the two components in

Figure 3.8 is selected by the two-input selector, which is in position "A". At the end of a run it

will either remain in position "4" if the gap has not fired, applying an idealised L2150

waveshape to the entire run, or else switch to position "B" if the gap has fired, lowering the

applied voltage to the circuit for the remainder of the run. Ír all three experimental runs where

the gap fires, after the gap f,rres, the voltage applied to the circuit trails off from approximately

400 V, until it reaches approximately 200 V and the gap extinguishes. The lower of the two

surge components reflects this voltage prof,rle.

The latch (flip-flop) component is used to control which surge generator magnitude is applied to

the surge generator, the gap open or the gap triggered magnitude. Once it is triggered, it will not

allow the two-input selector to retum to position "4". The output of the selector can only retum

to zero when the gap current "Ig" reaches zero, or when the lower surge component reaches zero.

The initial surge generator waveshape (I.2150 ps) is controlled by the upper surge component.
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While a double exponential waveshape is more typical of an actual surge generator, the

triangular wave defined in the look-up table successfully produced runs that match the

experimental results. ln the next chapter, a closeup of the experimental surge generator output

shows it is quite a bit more complicated than either a double exponential or a triangular wave.

The surge component output is multiplied by the overall surge amplitude above it, a real number

scaling constant representing the peak amplitude. If the gap does not fire, the two-input selector

stays in position "A" and provides the instantaneous voltage amplitude of the surge waveshape to

the circuit.

The lower of the two surge generator components represents the voltage applied to the circuit

after the gap fires, and is defined as a sawtooth wave (a downward slope starting at time zero) to

match the slope of the voltage across the circuit in the experimental runs. If the gap fires, then

the gap current "Ig", as described in the gap model above, triggers and locks the latch (flip-flop)

component, switching the two-input selector from "A" to "8", selecting this surge generator

component. The gap current level comparator also provides either a one or a zero to the constant

multiplier (400.0), which is in turn multiplied by the surge component output, and then drives the

voltage source. The maximum voltage from the experimental results that can be sustained across

the MOV-gap combination after the gap fires is 400.
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3.4.6 Oscilloscope Meters
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FIG. 3.9: Oscilloscope meters.

The oscilloscope meters are fed instantaneous circuit values through a combination of a real

number components. Their operation is relatively straightforward.

The components on the left side of Figure 3.9 are called "Output Channels". The oscilloscope-

like ones on the right are called "Plots". The outputs and plots are ordered top to bottom

according to voltages (in Volts), Currents (in Amperes), and Energy (in Joules).
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The voltages are measured with voltmeter components that look like labelled arows; the currents

are measured via internal output variables in the surge voltage source component, circuit breaker

component, and two branch circuit MOV components, rather than using current meter

components (all as a means of conserving nodes); and finally the energies are derived from

internal output variables in all three MOV components.

As mentioned in the gap arrester model section above, not all real number circuit components are

corurected with circuit trace lines. Labelled terminals also act as connected real number circuit

traces. It is important to keep track of the terminals and their data labels to fully understand the

real number pathways feeding the output channel components.

For example, the current "Ig" through the gap (an internal output variable of the circuit breaker

component) and the voltage "Vg" across the gap (an output of the gap voltmeter component in

Figure 3.2, further above), both discussed as part of the gap arrester model above, are also inputs

to channel output components in Figure 3.9. These components in tum cause PSCAD to add

code to the EMTDC program model which will record the signals connected to their respective

components. The signals are then monitored and stored while the simulation is running in the

plot components on the right.

Initially, all eleven output channels were monitored on the plot components during all of the

model runs described in the chapters below. For the output figures in the following chapters, all

of the runs were repeated with some of the channels hidden in order to create less confusing

figures. For example, the branch voltages exhibited ringing that hid the surge waveform, and

some of the cur¡ents and energies were zero because of open branch circuits.
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Chapter [V

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF PROPOSED PSCAD MODEL

4.1 SOURCE OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The experimental data used to verify the PSCAD circuit model are obtained from the results

tabulated in [1]. The PSCAD model was subjected to the same multiple runs with an aim to

honing and refining its output to reflect as close a copy of the experimental measurements as

possible.

As mentioned above, the rationale for choosing this approach as opposed to conducting new

experiments is the difficulty experienced in attempting to obtain a reasonable number of

appropriate gapped arresters within a reasonable period of time. Manufacturers and distributors

were unwilling to supply samples in lots smaller than thousands.

Even though it is preferable to acquire new experimental data and to acquire it for all of the

modelled runs, the data in [1], especially the digital oscilloscope plots, are of sufficient

resolution to base a comparison with the PSCAD model. Conflrrmation of the software model

thus hinges on the reproduction of published experimental results in literature insofar as this

thesis is concerned.
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4.2 OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA RTJNS

Four experimental runs provide an opportunity to test the software model under a variety of

conditions. Circuit performance is correlated to the model under the following conditions

observed experimentally in [1]:

Case l: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case 2: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Case 3: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.

Case 4: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 840 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Each of these cases has a set of curves from an experimental run in [], and a matching set of

curves from a PSCAD run. A fifth partial set of curves is also available from [1] from an

experimental run similar to the fourth case, but this result is not used to correlate to the model

because it is incomplete and not sufficiently different from case 4 to alter the design of the

PSCAD model (MOV on 4.5 m branch, 730 volt surge, gap fires on tail, showing ringing on open

36 m branch).

The curves produced in these runs provide insight into the cable and circuit component

parameters that is helpful in designing the circuit model. They also provide a reasonable level of

assurance that the model is satisfactory, as it is able to reproduce them.

See Appendix C for a suÍrmary table of all PSCAD model run results.
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Case 1: MOV at end of 36 m Branch. 700 Volt Suree, Gap Does Not Fire

The 700 volt impulse applied to the circuit is insufficient to sparkover the gap. All of the surge

impulse is dissipated through the MOV on the 36 m branch circuit, bypassing the gap entirely.

Figure 4.1 shows the experimental results published in [1].

From top tÕ bottom traces
V1 - 200 V/div:
ll - 100Aldiv:
lc - 1t0 A/div:
f3 - 100 A/div:

(5 ¡rs/div sweep):

700 V peak
140 A peak
No current in arrester
140 A peak (= 11)

FIG. 4.1: Measured voltage and currents for a surge producing a voltage lower than gap

sparkover (long branch circuit) [1].

This particular run defines the general cable and the 36 m branch circuit MOV characteristics,

excluding the circuit effects of the service entrance gap-MOV combined arrester. Its

reproduction is relatively straight forward, involving only cable components, a MOV, and

trimming impedances. See Figure 4.2.
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vr: 700 V peak
Ir: 128 A peak
I*:
rz:
I¡:
w*:

0 A peak
- A peak

128 A peak
OJ

Wz: -J
W¡: 16.8 J

FIG. 4.2: PSCAD simulation of Figure 4.1, a surge producing a voltage lower than gap sparkover

(long branch circuit).

The amplitudes in the oscilloscope þlot) component displays can be observed in PSCAD by

simply hovering the mouse pointer over the desired plot window and noting the desired

amplitudes. The peak amplitudes are determined by moving the mouse pointer from right to left

(along the time axis) in the region where the curve peaks and noting the highest value. Peak
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current I, through the MOV is within 9%o of the experimental value.

There is reasonable correlation between the voltage and current waveforms. The energy display

on the bottom shows a total energy absorption in the long branch MOV of 16.8 J. Energy

absorption in the MOV's is not calculated in [1].

Case2: MOV at end of 36 m Branch. 750 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Tail

The 750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is barely sufficient to sparkover the gap, which occurs

in the tail of the impulse. After sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the

gap, not the MOV on the 36 m branch circuit, which is only left to slowly discharge the energy

stored in the 36 m cable. Figure 4.3 shows the experimental results published in [1].
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From top to bottom traces
Vr - 200 V/div:
Il - 200 A/div:
tc - 200,A/div:
l. - 100 Aldiv:

(5 ps/div sweep):
750 V peak
440 A peak
380 A peak
65 A peak

FIG. 4.3: Measured voltage and currents for a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover

on the tail (long branch circuit) [i].

This run adds the definition of the circuit effects of the service entrance gap-MOV combined

arrester to those of the cable and the branch circuit MOV characteristics. Its reproduction is

much trickier than that of Case 1, the 700 V surge run, involving components such as ideal power

supplies, a MOV, a circuit breaker, control logic, and numerical control of the ideal supplies; in

addition to the cable components, MOV, and trimming impedances defined in the 700 V run

above. See Figure 4.4.
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vr:
Ir:
I,:
rz:
I¡:
w*:
wz:
W¡:

749 Y peak
447 A.peak
368 A peak

- A peak
80 A peak
38J

-J
5.8 J

FIG. 4.4: PSCAD simulation of Figure 4.3, a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover

on the tail (long branch circuit).

Peak currents I,, and I' and I, are within zyq 3yo, and I9%o of the experimental values

respectively. Once again, there is good correlation between the voltage and current waveforms.

The energy display on the bottom shows a total energy absorption in the two MOV's of 44 J.
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This is significantly higher than the 16.8 J absorbed by just the branch MOV under Case 1, the

similar 700 V surge above. More importantly, the firing of the gap has limited the energy

absorption in the branch circuit MOV to about a third of that of the 700 V surge. Similarly, the

current through the MOV is about two thirds that of that in the f,rrst run, and the voltage V,

across the service entrance is rouglrly half.

Case 3: MOV at end of 36 m Branch. 2600 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Front

The larger 2600 volt impulse applied to the circuit is sufficient to sparkover the gap on the front

of the impulse instead of the tail. An even greater proportion of the impulse is dissipated through

the gap than for the 750 volt surge. The MOV on the long branch circuit is still left mostly to

slowly discharge the energy stored in the 36 m cable. Figure 4.5 shows the experimental results

published in [1].
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From top to bottom traces (5 ps/div sweep):

Vr - 200 V/div: Nol resolved
11 - 500 A/div: 1450 A peak
16 - 500 A/div: 1400 A peak
la - 100 A/div: 50 A peak

FIG. 4.5: Measured timing of sparkover and currents for a surge producing sparkover of the gap

on the front of the wave (long branch circuit) [1].

The peak of trace V, is not completely resolved in Figure 4.5 because the sampling rate of the

digital oscilloscope used in the experiment is not sufficient to capture the peak when it displays

over a 100 pls window. The peak value of V, appears to be 600 V instead of 1200 V. The peak

of the surge is demonstrated to be much higher still, 2600 V. These points are resolved with

higher resolution over a 1.6 ps window in Figure 4.6.
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Top traca: Voltage with gap disconnected
Bottom trace: Voltage with gap reconnected

(500 V/div, 200 ns/div)

FIG. 4.6: Experimental resolution of the actual peak voltage V, shown in the recording of Figure

4.5, obtained with more data points [1].

This run adds further definition to the circuit effects of the service entrance gap-MOV combined

arrester, the cable, and the branch circuit MOV arrester. Its reproduction is not much different

from that of the 750 V surge run above (Case 2), involving the same components above, ideal

power supplies, 2 MOV's, a circuit breaker, control logic, numerical control of the ideal

supplies, cables, and trimming impedances. The availability of three runs allows for careful fine

tuning of the circuit components, several minor modifications to the initial model, and multiple

runs of the model under all three scenarios so far to fine tune it. See Figure 4.7.
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Vr: 670 V peak
Ir: 1475 Apeak
Ir: 1404 Apeak
Iz:

Is:

W,:
$:
W¡:

- A peak
72 Apeak
733 J

-J
s.2I

FlG.4.7: PSCAD simulation of Figure 4.5, a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover

on the front of the wave (long branch circuit).

Peak currents I,, and I' and I, are within 2o/o,lo/o, and3lo/o of the experimental values. The

proportion of the total surge crurent through the branch arrester is less than 5Vo in both the

experimental measurement and the model. Once again, there is good correlation between the

voltage and current waveforms.
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The energy display on the bottom shows a total energy absorption in the two MOV's of 738 J.

This is significantly higher than the 16.8 J absorbed by just the branch MOV under the Case 1,

700 V surge, or the 44 J by both the MOV'S under the Case 2,750 V surge, above. Once again,

the firing of the gap has limited the energy absorption in the branch circuit MOV to about a third

of that of the 700 V or 750 V surges. Also, the current through the MOV is again only about two

thirds that of that in Case l, and the voltage V, across the service entrance is again roughly half.

Of particular note, the current I, through, and the energy W, absorbed by, the branch MOV are

the lowest of the three runs. Less than l%o of the energy dissipated in the two MOV's is

deposited in the branch circuit.

Ironically, it is almost as difficult in the PSCAD model to resolve the peak value of the surge

voltage V' as limited by the gap arrester, as it was in the case of the digital oscilloscope used in

the experiment, which only measured a peak impulse of 600 V on wide resolution. úr this case it

is the digital resolution of the modelling software time step that is the difhculty, not the digital

resolution of the display window. Using the surge slope and the timing logic built into the

model, the peak value of V, can be calculated to be 870 V instead of 670 V. Alternately, a finer

modelling time step could be used to determine the peak, but this increases the time to process

the model run without any other tangible benefit, such as a change in overall curve shapes. Sharp

impulses are always a concern where timing elements and reactive circuit components are

concerned, but in this case it must be kept in mind that the energy deposited into the components

is the ultimate concem.

ln any event, there is good correlation between the cur¡ent waveforms, and consequently,

effectively good correlation between the voltage waveforms as well. This evidence suppofs the
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contention discussed in Section 3.4.5 above that it is not necessary to input a double exponential

waveshape to the circuit (or a more complex one similar to Figure 4.6). Acoarser input will

suffice.

It is interesting to contrast the PSCAD simulation results with those of the EMTP results shown

in [1]. See Figures 4.8 and 4.9.

FIG. 4.8: EMTP model plot of the voltage across arrester, for conditions similar to those of

Figure 4.5. (See also Figure 4.6.) Ul.

This curve is almost identical to the shape of the similar portion of the arrested impulse in Figure

4.7, however the magnitude is chosen to be the same as that of the "closeup" measurement of

Figure 4.6. Note that the "uplift" in the horizontal plateau portion of the curve is not found in

Figure 4.6. This is due to constructing the waveform from a sine wave component. Figures 4.5

and 4.7 both show a downslope in the plateau. In PSCAD, the curve can be made as complex or

as simple as the designer desires because it only depends on a look up table.
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t, - 500 A/div; - 1400 A
lc - 500 ÁJdiv: 1950 A
13 - 100 A/div : 50 A (Change of scaie by plotting softurara)

FIG. 4.9: EMTP model plot of currents, for conditions similar to Figure 4.5 tll.

Peak currents I,, and I' and I, are within 4yo,4yo, and0%o of the experimental values. The

proportion of the total surge current through the branch arrester is less that 5o/o as in both the

experimental measurement and the model above. Once again, there is good correlation between

the current waveforms, but in this EMTP case the branch current was designed to be as close to

the measured value for this particular run as possible. It is not designed for the more general

case. The PSCAD model on the other hand is optimised to work for all th¡ee of the runs so far,

and the following run as well, not just one run. All model variables were repeatedly adjusted

until this optimisation was achieved.

Clearly, by covering a broader, more general case than EMTP, the PSCAD results represent a

signif,rcantly more realistic simulation of the circuit, and present a reasonable opportunity to

study any of the components of the circuit in more detail if so desired. This is no fault of the

original attempt to use EMTP, an older software tool than PSCAD, to develop a model. Rather it
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reflects the more sophisticated tools available in PSCAD for circuit simulation, even though

those tools are not specif,rcally designed for studying this particular type of circuit. It is also

notable that the EMTP model triggered at 1100 V, not 700 V, as in the experiments, and it did

not include an arc voltage for the gap or a firing delay [1].

Case 4: MOV on 4.5 m Branch. 840 Volt Surse. Gap Fires on Tail

The 840 volt impulse applied to the circuit is sufficient to sparkover the gap. Similar to Case 2,

sparkover occurs in the tail of the impulse. The majority of the impulse is dissipated through the

gap, not the MOV on the 4.5 m branch circuit, which is only left to slowly discharge the energy

stored in the 4.5 m cable. A lower cable impedance, due to the shorter length of the cable, allows

more surge current to reach the branch circuit MOV than is the case for the 36 m cable in either

of the 750 V or the 2600 V runs. Figure 4.10 shows the experimental results published in [1].
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From top to bottom traces (5 ¡ts/div sweep):
Vr - 200 V/div: 84ü V peak
11 - 500 A/div: 1010 A peak
lc - 500 A/div: 780 A peak
12 - 1CI0 fudiv: 230 A peak

FIG.4.10: Measured voltage and currents for a surge causing gap sparkover into the tail

(short branch circuit) [].

This run adds even further definition to the circuit effects of the service entrance gap-MOV

combined arrester, the cable, and the branch circuit MOV arrester. The availability of this fourth

run allowed for further careful fine tuning of the circuit components and multiple runs of the

model under all four scenarios to fine tune it. See Figure 4.11.

The fine tuning largely consisted of altering circuit component values until all four PSCAD runs

behaved as close to their experimental run counterparts as possible. Gap sparkover time, gap

extinguishing time, and current waveshapes, timings and amplitudes were all carefully balanced

against each other in the period from initiation of the surge to extinguishing of the gap (or

through the tail of the surge if the gap did not fire).
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Surge voltage generator capacitance, gap capacitance, gap generator voltage, and trimming RLC

components were all adjusted and readjusted. As a general rule, the capacitor in the surge

voltage generator component affected the rising fronts of all the current waveforms, the inductors

in the branch RLC components affected the tails in the branch circuits, the resistors in all RLC

components affected their respective current amplitudes, and the capacitance and voltage of the

gap voltage generator component affected the extinguishing of the gap and the choking of the gap

current.

The cables and the MOV's were not adjusted beyond their initial set up. This helped to veriff

their models when the fine tuning was complete.
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vr:
Ir:
I,:
Izi
I¡:
W,:
Wzl
W¡l

840 V peak
1021 Apeak
791 Apeak
230 A peak

- A peak
2tt J

43J
-J

FIG. 4.11: PSCAD simulation of Figure 4.10, a surge producing a voltage causing gap

sparkover on the tail (short branch circuit).

Peak currents I,, and I* and I, are within lyo,2o/o, and0o/o of the experimental values. The

proportion of the total surge current through the branch arrester is less thæn23%o in both the

experimental measurement and the model. This is much.higher than the 18% proportion in the

750 V run (Case 2). Once again, there is good correlation between the voltage and current
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waveforms.

The energy display on the bottom shows a total energy absorption in the two MOV's of 254 J.

This is signifrcantly higher than the 16.8 J absorbed by just the branch MOV under the Case l,

700 V surge, or the 44 J by both the MOV' S under the Case 2, 7 50 V surge, above. In this case,

the energy absorbed by the branch MOV is higher than that absorbed by the service entrance

MOV in the first run. Over 20Yo of the energy dissipated in the two MOV's is deposited in the

branch circuit. Furthermore, the current through the branch MOV is almost twice that of that in

the branch MOV in the first run, even though the voltage across the branches is again roughly

half. Of particular note, the current through, and the energy absorbed by, the branch MOV are

the highest of all four runs. The branch circuit MOV's are identical in all four runs. Clearly,

lower cable impedance due to a shorter cable plays a major effect in the differences.

4.3 GENERAL ISSUES WITH THE MODEL

The fine tuning process involved numerous repeated runs for all four of the above Cases. This

was necessary for meeting the goal of creating a model capable of emulating all of the

experimental conditions above, as well as all of those below, without extensive modification of

the circuit. This goal was met without qualification.

The main criteria to be met was matching the current waveshapes. The exactness of the input

voltage waveshape was much less critical. Current waveshape amplitude, rise, fall, and general

curvature were all important criteria. It was also important to have the gap current rise and fall

within the intervals of the rise and fall of the branch currents. In general, ahering the impulse

generator internal capacitance determined the front of the waveforms, the inductances
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determined the tail, and the resistances determined the amplitude and length of the pulses. The

chief exception was the gap current tail, which depended not on inductance, but extinguished due

to a combination of capacitance and voltage drop. No passive component combination that was

tried could duplicate the experimental curves.

It became obvious from the tweaking process that the cur¡ent waveshapes were very sensitive to

minor changes in impedance. It would be useful in designing a circuit for coordination to allow

for a range of impedance values. In general, lower branch circuit impedance and higher

impedance through the gapped MOV will exacerbate coordination difficulties. On the other

hand, current waveshapes proved to be very tolerant to minor changes in the impulse voltage

waveshape.

In a similar manner, gap timing was also adjusted by observíng the experimental results

discussed above and finding a common pattern to include in the model. A linear pattern based on

the peak of the impulse voltage and the gap trigger voltage was found that satisfied all the

experiments above. The peak voltage is an indirect indicator of the rising impulse voltage slope

because of the predefined impulse waveshape. The longest delay occurs with the lowest peak

voltage (and lowest impulse slope) above the gap trigger voltage.

The MOV and cable models worked as designed for the most part. A minor problem occurred

matching their combined resistances in the model to that required of them in the experimental

results. Either the MOV V-I curve approximation is off slightly, the resistivity of copper used in

the model of the 12 gauge cable is slightly lower, or the wire radius is slightly larger, than what

is required to produce proper resistance. The PSCAD default resistivity of copper was used
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instead of a similar value that would have brought the model cable resistivity in closer agreement

with wire manual book values. Impurities in the copper used in the cable (intentional or

otherwise) may be responsible for some of this difference. Alternately, the radius of the wire

used in the experiment may be slightly smaller than that of the wire specification used in this

model. "Standard" 12 gatge wire is available in a variety of very similar radii depending on

which particular standard is used. Another possibility is the experimental circuit may contain an

unidentified source of some extra resistance, possibly in the wire corurections.

ln either case, the difference is small, easily corrected with a small compensating resistor, and

not particularly important to the operation of the model other than for trimming relative

waveform amplitudes between different parts of the circuit. It is of much greater importance to

recognise this small discrepancy in the event that it becomes important in any future work that

may be based on this thesis. An appropriate method of resolving this issue would be to measure

the V-I curve of the MOV, and the radius and the resistance of the cable, used in a new

experiment and adjust the appropriate model values accordingly. This option was not available

to this particular research work due to a lack of access to the apparatus.

Significant impedance discrepancies were not noticed, either due to modelling the cable as 2-

wire, without a ground, or due to modelling it as laying in the plane of the earth. It is quite

likely, but unknown, that the cable was laying on the floor of the laboratory during the

experiments. The only manifestations of impedance difficulties were in slight variations from

the waveshapes of the experimental results as discussed above. The cable model behaved as

desired, other than possibly having a slightly lower resistance than expected which was

compensated for with the RLC components. Ringing was also noticed in the branch circuit
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voltages on all of the runs that is similar to, but not exactly the same as, that noted in an open

branch circuit in [1].

The varistors are trimmed with inductive components similar to the lead impedance typically

quoted in specifications, as noted above.

No attempt was made to model the waveforms in the time interval after the impulse voltage

returned to zero in any of the runs above. This is possible to do but unnecessary in this particular

case since the purpose of this PSCAD model is to examine the stress placed on the MOV

components, and consequently better organise their coordination.

The model has demonstrated competence in simulating the experimental results above. It is

sophisticated enough in demonstrating circuit effects that it is able to demonstrate the effect of

impedance changes on order of what is typically found on the MOV leads. It also has

demonstrated relative immunity to approximating the input surge, a useful result, since it

provides the opportunity to concentrate coordination efforts on response to a somewhat broader

surge type rather than on a specific surge shape.

From the above results, it is possible to examine the effects of additional configurations of

arresters based on the ones above, without concern for introducing large errors. With care, it is

also possible to examine other variations on the model circuit and expect similar small deviations

from an untested circuit to those examined above.

The most important practical result of the modelling effort above is that once the model is
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created, it is relatively easy to apply it to a variety of similar situations. There is no reason (other

than node conservation) not to extend the application of the model to increasingly complex

circuit configurations, such as greater number of branches, different conductors, or a wider

variety of input waveshapes. The major caution against such work is to acquire more

experimental results to veri$r such extended modelling. This caution is especially true for the

sensitive trimming resistances of the branch circuits, due to the unresolved MOV and cable

modelling issue mentioned above, but an appropriately scaled value may be chosen as a first

approximation.

The simultaneous production of MOV energy absorption data with the other curves gives the

model more practical significance for circuit protection design and study. Again, the duplication

of the experimental results above provides justification for this additional data.
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Chapter V

MODELLING THE EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL BRANCH CIRCUIT ARRESTER

CONFIGL]RATIONS AND GAP-MOV ARRESTER REMOVAL

5.1 OVERVIEW OF THE ADDITIONAL BRANCH MOV MODEL RLINS

Nine additional runs provide an opportunity to use the software model to more fully explore the

basic circuit behaviour with different branch circuit arrester configurations under 700 V, 750 V,

and 2600 V surge conditions:

Case 5: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case 6: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Case 7: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 2600 volt surge, gap f,rres on f¡ont.

Case 8: MOV at end of both branches, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case 9: MOV at end of both branches, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Case 10: MOV at end of both branches, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.

Case 1 1: MOV on none of the branches, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case 12: MOV on none of the branches, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Case 13: MOV on none of the branches, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.

The 700 V , 7 50 V, and 2600 V surge conditions are chosen because of the experimental results

for all three surge cases above, with respect to the 36 m branch MOV. Each of the nine runs has
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a resultant set ofcurves.

An approximation to the effect of an open circuit branch MOV failure can be determined by

comparing the appropriate curves from this and the previous chapters.

Case 5: MOV at end of 4.5 m Branch. 700 Volt Suree. Gap Does Not Fire

In this case, a 700 V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 4.5 m or short branch

circuit. The 700 volt impulse applied to the circuit is insufficient to sparkover the gap, as it was

for the 36 m branch experiment. All of the surge impulse is dissipated through the branch circuit

MOV, bypassing the gap entirely. See Figure 5.1.
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vr:
Ir:
I,:
Íz:
I¡:
W,:
wz:
W¡:

700 V peak
394 Apeak

0 A peak
394 Apeak

- A peak
OJ

136 J
-J

FIG. 5.1: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage lower than gap sparkover (short

branch circuit MOV).

Peak current I, through the 4.5 m short branch MOV is three times that of I, through the 36 m

long branch MOV in the similar Case I run where it also operated alone. Total energy

absorption in the short branch MOV is 136 J, eight times that of the similar long branch Case 1.
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Case 6: MOV at end of 4.5 m Branch. 750 Volt Surse. Gap Fires on Tail

In this case, a 750 V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 4.5 m short branch

circuit. The 750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is barely sufficient to sparkover the gap,

which occurs in the tail of the impulse. After sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated

through the gap, not the MOV on the 4.5 m branch circuit, which is only left to slowly discharge

the energy stored in the 4.5 m cable. See Figure 5.2.
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4-e:Qo.5

Vr: 749Y peak
Ir:
I,:
rz:
I¡:
W,:

615 A peak
367 A peak
243 Apeak

- A peak
38J

Wz: 46 J
Wr: -J

FIG. 5.2: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the tail

(short branch circuit MOV).

As expected, this model run is a reasonable approximation of the similar Case 4 experimental run

with a 840 V surge further above, but with lower currents and energies. As in the previous run

(Case 5), peak current Ir is three times higher than I, through the 36 m long branch MOV in the

similar Case 2 run where it also operated alone. This is consistent with the surge impulse
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voltage, which is kept constant for both cases.

Total energy absorption in the two MOV's is 84 J. Unlike the long branch Case2, this is

significantly lower than the 136 J absorbed by just the branch MOV under the similar 700 V

surge above. More importantly, the firing of the gap has limited the energy absorption in the

branch circuit MOV to about a third of that of the Case 5, 700 V surge, just as it did in the long

branch Case 2. Similarly, the cur¡ent I, through the MOV is about two thi¡ds of that in the 700 V

run, again as it was for the long branch case.

Case 7: MOV at end of 4.5 m Branch. 2600 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Front

In this case, a 2600 V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 4.5 m short branch

circuit. This impulse is more than adequate to sparkover the gap, which occurs on the front of

the impulse. As in Case 6, after sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the

gap, not the MOV on the 4.5 m branch circuit. See Figure 5.3.
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Vr:
Ir:
I*:
rz:
I¡:
W,:
wz:
W¡:

670 V peak
1628 A peak
1400 A peak
222 Apeak

- A peak
733 I

401
-J

FIG. 5.3: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the face

(short branch circuit MOV).

Total energy absorption in the two MOV's is 773 J. As for the long branch Case 3, this is

signifrcantly higher than the 136 J or 84 J absorbed by just the branch MOV under the simila¡

700 V or 750 V surges above in Cases 5 and 6. Once again, the firing of the gap has limited the

energy absorption in the branch circuit MOV to a small fraction of that of the Case 5, 700 V
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surge, but to a slightly lesser extent than it did in the long branch Case 3. Similarly, the current

through the MOV is about half that of the current in the 700 V run, again as it was for the long

branch case.

Case 8: MOV at end of Both Branches. 700 Volt Surge. Gap Does Not Fire

In this case, a 700 V impulse is applied to the circuit with MOV's on both branch circuits. The

700 volt impulse applied to the circuit is insuff,rcient to sparkover the gap, as it was in both

previous 700 V Cases (1 and 5). All of the surge impulse is dissipated through the MOV's on the

two branch circuits, bypassing the gap entirely. See Figure 5.4.
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Vr: 700 V peak
Ir:
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\: 0J
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511 Apeak
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389 A peak
722 Apeak

134 J
16J

FIG. 5.4: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage lower than gap sparkover (long and

short branch circuit MOV'S).

Peak currents I, and I, through the long branch MOV are 5%o and2%o lower than in the similar

runs where they operated alone. Total energy absorption in the service entrance and long and

short branch MOV's is 150 J.
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Case 9: MOV at end of Both Branches. 750 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Tail

In this case, a 750V impulse is applied to the circuit with MOV's on both branch circuits. The

750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is barely sufficient to sparkover the gap, which occurs in

the tail of the impulse. After sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap,

not the MOV's on the branch circuits, which are only left to slowly discharge the energy stored

in the cables. See Figure 5.5.
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Vr: 749Y peak
Ir: 686 Apeak
Ir: 367 A.peak
Íz: 248 Apeak
I¡:
W,:
W,:
W¡:

77 A.peak
38J
461

5.5 J

FIG. 5.5: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the tail

(long and short branch circuit MOV's).

Total energy absorption in the three MOV's is 90 J. Unlike the long branch Case2, this is

significantly lower than the 150 J absorbed by just the branch MOV's under a similar 700 V

surge in Case 8. As in Cases 2 and,6,the firing of the gap has limited the energy absorption in

the branch circuit MOV's to about a third of that during a 700 V surge. Similarly, the branch
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cuffents through the MOV's are about two thirds of that in the Case 8, 700 V run.

Case 10: MOV at end of Both Branches. 2600 Volt Suree" Gap Fires on Front

In this case, a 2600 V impulse is applied to the circuit with MOV's on both branch circuits. This

impulse is more than adequate to sparkover the gap, which occurs on the front of the impulse.

Once again, after sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap, not the

MOV's on the branch circuits. See Figure 5.6.
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FIG. 5.6: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the face

(long and short branch circuit MOV's).

Total energy absorption in the th¡ee MOV's is 777 J. As for the long and short branch Cases (3

andT), this is significantly higher than the 150 J or 90 J absorbed by just the branch MOV's

under the similar 700 V or 750 V surges above in Cases 8 and 9. Once again, the frring of the

gap has limited the energy absorption in the branch circuit MOV's to a small fraction of that of
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the Case 8, 700 V surge. Similarly, the currents through the MOV's are about half that of that in

the 700 V run, again as it was for the long branch case.

Case 11: MOV on None of the Branches. 700 Volt Suree. Gap Does Not Fire

In this case, a 700 V impulse is applied to the circuit with no MOV's on either branch circuit.

The 700 volt impulse applied to the circuit is insufficient to sparkover the gap, as it was in all

three previous 700 V cases. None of the surge impulse is dissipated through the gapped MOV,

because the gap is also bypassed entirely. See Figure 5.7.
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FIG. 5.7: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage lower than gap sparkover (no branch

circuit MOV'S).

As expected, without a circuit path, peak currents are all 0 A. Total energy absorption in the

service entrance MOV is 0 J.
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case 12: Mov on None of the Branches. 750 volt surge. Gap Fires on Tair

In this case, a 750V impulse is applied to the circuit with no MOV's on either branch circuit.

The 750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is barely sufficient to sparkover the gap, which occurs

in the tail of the impulse. After sparkover, all of the impulse is dissipated through the gap. See

Figure 5.8.
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I¡:
I.,:

rz:.

I::
W,:
W':
W,:

749 Y peak
368 A peak
368 A peak

- A peak
- A peak

38J
.J
-J

FIG. 5.8: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the tail

(no branch circuit MOV's).

The current through the gap and the energy absorbed by the service entrance gapped MOV are

similar to the other Cases (2,6, andg) above where the gap fired due to a750 V impulse.
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Case i3:

In this case, a 2600V impulse is applied to the circuit with no MOV's on either branch circuit.

This impulse is more than adequate to sparkover the gap, which occurs on the front of the

impulse. Once again, after sparkover, all of the impulse is dissipated through the gap. See

Figure 5.9.
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lr: 1407 Apeak
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FIG' 5.9: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the face

(no branch circuit MOV's).

The current through the gap and the energy absorbed by the service entrance MOV are similar to

the other cases (3, 7 , and 10) above where the gap fired due to a 2600 V impulse.
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5.2 DISCUSSION OF CASES 5 TO 13

The preceding nine runs provide an opportunity to systematically examine all other model circuit

combinations involving the presence or absence of branch MOV's with 700 V,750 V, and

2600 V impulses. These runs also provide an opportunity to test the reasonableness of the

model. For example, in Case 7 (MOV on 4.5 m branch, 2600 V surge, gap fires on front), the

model behaved similarly to the similar Case 3 with the MOV on the long branch. In both cases

the circuit demonstrated proper coordination, with the gapped MOV protecting the rest of the

circuit. However, as expected, the longer branch circuit was better protected.

The model was also able to demonstrate the ability of the gapped MOV to protect the circuit in

all of the cases so far, adding further merit to the coordination approach originally outlined in

Il]. All MOV configurations were verifìed as coordinated, including those configurations

without MOV's and those with MOV's on both branch circuits. It is possible to determine the

effect of losing any MOV by comparing the appropriate two of the above runs. Coordination is

maintained with the remaining circuit in all of these cases.

Two runs provide an oppofunity to use the software model to study the effect of completely

removing the gap-MOV arreste¡ combination, and leaving just a single MOV on the 36 m branch

circuit:

5.3

Case

Case

T4:

t5:

Mov at end of 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, no service entrance arrester.

Mov at end of 36 m branch, 2600 volt surge, no service entrance arrester.
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Each of these runs has a resultant set of curves.

An approximation to the effect of an open circuit gapped MOV failure can be determined by

comparing the appropriate curves from this and the previous chapters.

Case 14:

In this case, a 750 V impulse is applied to the same basic circuit as the previous chapters, with a

MOV on the 36 m long branch circuit, but without a MOV on the 4.5 m short branch circuit.

The service entrance gap-MOV combined arrester is completely removed. The majority of the

impulse is dissipated through the long branch Mov anester. See Figure 5.10.
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FIG.5.10: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage without service entrance gap

protection (long branch circuit MOV).

Compared to the base Case 2, the 750 V experimentally verified model run, removing the gap

introducesseveralchanges. PeakcurrentlrisTl%ohigher. Energyabsorptioninthelongbranch

MOV is 13% higher than in the 700 V gap firing level base Case I and228% higher than Case 2.

As might reasonably be expected, removing the gap increases the impact on the branch circuit
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MOV.

The results are identical to those of Case l7 below, the case where a 750 V impulse is applied to

the circuit with the gap set to fire af l0%o higher voltage than in the other 700 V firing level

cases.

Case 15: MOV at end of 36 m branch. 2600 Volt Surge. No Service Entrance Arrester

h this case, a 2600V impulse is applied to the same basic circuit with a MOV on the 36 m long

branch circuit. Again, the service entrance gap-MOV combined arrester is completely removed.

The majority of the impulse is dissipated through the long branch MOV arrester. See Figure

5.1 1.
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FIG. 5.11: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage without service entrance gap

protection (long branch ci¡cuit MOV).

Compared to the base 2600 V surge Case 3, peak current I, through the MOV is almost 7 times

higher, and is the highest of any case above or below. Energy absorption in the long branch

MOV is 4l times higher than in the base Case 3, and also the highest of any case above or below.

Clearly, this situation has the potential to place serious impact on the branch circuit MOV, and

:.:,::-4,e:OO5.'.:;,r :::.,
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even the circuit itself.

5.4 DISCUSSION OF CASES 14 AND 15

The preceding two runs provide an opportunity to demonstrate the increasing severity of 750 V

and2600 V impulses to the long branch circuit MOV without gapped MOV protection. These

runs again demonstrate the reasonableness of the model.

These cases demonstrate the effect either losing the gapped MOV or leaving it out of the design

has on the long branch circuit. The branch circuit is no longer adequately protected.
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Chapter VI

MODELLING THE EFFECTS OF GAP VOLTAGE FIRING LEVEL

6.1 OVERVIEW OF THE GAP FIRING LEVEL MODEL RLTNS

A typical randomly selected gap has a tolerance within +l-10% of its nominal voltage level [5].

During the coordination process, it is desirable to know how tolerance changes will affect

protection.

Four runs provide an opportunity to use the software model to study the effect of changing the

gap sparkover voltage by +/-10% for a MOV on the 36 m branch circuit:

Case 16: 750 volt surge, gap closes at 630 V, gap fires on tail.

Case 17: 750 volt surge, gap closes at770 V, gap does not fire.

Case 18: 2600 volt surge, gap closes at 630 V, gap fires on front.

Case l9: 2600 volt surge, gap closes at770 V, gap fires on front.

Cases 16 and 17 are variations of the experimentally verified 750 V surge level Case2 discussed

further above, and Cases 18 and 19 are based on the 2600 V surge level Case 3. Cases 2 and3

are referred to as base cases in the discussion below.

It is also necessary to adjust the post sparkover voltage by +/-10% respectively in the model to
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account for the change in the gap necessary to adjust the sparkover voltage. Each of these runs

produces a resultant set of curves below.

Case 16: Gap Closes at 630 v. 750 Volt Surge. Gap Fires on Tail

In this case, a 750 V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 36 m long branch

circuit. The gap is set to fire at 10o% lower voltage than in the 700 V firing level Cases (1 to 15)

in the previous two chapters. The 750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is sufficient to

sparkover the gap, but it still occurs in the tail of the impulse. After sparkover, the majority of

the impulse is dissipated through the gap, as expected from similar runs above. See Figure 6.1.
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144 J
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W¡: 4.5 J

FIG. 6.1: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the tail

(long branch circuit MOV andl}io lower gap frring voltage).

Compared to the base Case 2, the 750 V experimentally verified model run, reducing the gap

firing level by l0% introduces several changes. Firstly, the gap fires 2.2 ps into the impulse

instead of 4.2 ¡ts, a 48o/o reduction. Secondly, the gap extinguishes 29 pts into the impulse

instead of 26 ps, a I2o/o increase. Thirdly, peak currents I¡ , I' and I, are 62%o lngher, 7 8o/o
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higher, and 16%o lower, respectively. Fourthly, total energy absorption in the gapped service

entrance and branch circuit MOV's is 149 J, a239%o increase over the 44 J measured in the

700 V gap firing level base case. Individually, the service entrance and the long branch circuit

MOV's are279o/o higher and22o/o lower, respectively. As might reasonablybe expected,

lowering the gap voltage firing level lowers the impact on the branch circuit MOV, but at the

expense of much greater stress on the service entrance MOV.

Case l7:

fr this case, a 750 v impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 36 m long branch

circuit. The gap is set to fire at 10% higher voltage than in the 700 V firing level cases in the

previous two chapters. The 750 volt impulse applied to the circuit is not sufficient to sparkover

the gap, which is set to fire at 20 V higher than the impulse. The majority of the impulse is

dissipated through the long branch circuit MOV, as expected from similar runs above. See

Figure 6.2.
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FlG. 6.2: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage insufficient to cause gap sparkover

(long branch circuit MOV and l0%o higher gap firing voltage).

Compared to the base Case2, the 750 V experimentally verified model run, increasing the gap

firing level by l0% also introduces several changes. Firstly, and most importantly, the gap does

not fire. Secondly, peak current I, is 71%o higher. Thirdly, energy absorption in the long branch

MOV is l3%higher than in the 700 V gap firing level base Case I and,22il%ohigher than Case 2.
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As might reasonably be expected, raising the gap voltage firing level increases the impact on the

branch circuit MOV, but in much greater proportion than the increase in gap firing level voltage.

The results are identical to those of Case 14 above, the case where the gap arrester is missing.

Case 18: Gap Closes at 630 v. 2600 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Front

In this case, a 2600V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 36 m long branch

circuit. The gap is set to fire at l0% lower voltage than in the 2600 V firing level cases in the

previous two chapters. The 2600 volt impulse applied to the circuit is more than sufficient to

sparkover the gap, so much so that it occurs in the face of the impulse. After sparkover, the

majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap, as expected from similar runs above. See

Figure 6.3.
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FIG. 6.3: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the face

(long branch circuit MOV and 10% lower gap firing voltage).

Compared to the base Case 3, the 2600 V experimentally verified model run, reducing the gap

frring level by I0% introduces several comparisons. Firstly, the gap fires between 0.31 ps and

0.41 ps, as in the base case, but as discussed in that case, the digital resolution of the modelling

software time step is not high enough to show a difference. However, the values can be
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calculated from the model parameters as 0.37 ps for this case, 9%o lower than 0.40 ps for the

base case. Similarly, using the surge slope and the timing logic built into the model, the peak

value of the restrained impulse can be calculated tobego/o lower than the 870 V calculated for

the base case above, or 792 v, instead of the 670 v shown in the figure above.

Secondly, the gap extinguishes 31 ps into the impulse as in the base case. Thirdly, peak currents

I1, I9 and It are l0o/o, l0%o, and 13olo lower, respectively. Fourthly, total energy absorption in the

service entrance and branch circuit MOV's is 602 J, an l8o/o decrease from the 738 J measured in

the 700 V gap firing level base case. Individually, the service entrance and the long branch

circuit MOV's are l8%o and l9o/o lower, respectively. As might reasonably be expected,

lowering the gap voltage firing level lowers the impact on the branch circuit MOV, but because

the voltage across the gap is also lowered, there is less stress on the service entrance MOV as

well.

Case 19: Gap Closes at 770 v. 2600 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Front

ln this case, a 2600V impulse is applied to the circuit with a MOV on the 36 m long branch

circuit. The gap is set to fire at 10% higher voltage than in the 2600 V firing level cases in the

previous two chapters. The 2600 volt impulse applied to the circuit is once again more than

sufficient to sparkover the gap, so much so that it occurs in the face of the impulse. After

sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap, as expected from similar

runs above. See Figure 6.4.
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I¡: 1620 Apeak
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6.t J

FIG. 6.4: PSCAD simulation of a surge producing a voltage causing gap sparkover on the face

(long branch circuit MOV and I0%o higher gap firing voltage).

Compared to the base Case 3, the 2600 V experimentally verified model run, increasing the gap

firing level by l}%introduces several comparisons. Firstly, the gap fires between 0.41 ¡rs and

0.51 ps into the impulse instead of between 0.31 ¡.r.s and 0.41 ps, but as discussed above, the

digital resolution of the modelling software time step is not high enough to show a difference.
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However, the values can be calculated from the model parameters as 0.44 ¡rs for this case,9%o

higher than 0.40 p.s for the base case. Similarly, using the surge slope and the timing logic built

into the model, the peak value of the restrained impulse can be calculated tobe 9%ohigher than

the 870 V calculated for the base case above, or 948 V, instead of the 893 V shown in the figure

above.

Secondly, the gap extinguishes 31 ps into the impulse as in the base Case 3. Thirdly, peak

currentsl,,Ipandrrarel0o/o,r0%o,and7o/ohigher,respectively. Fourthly,totalenergy

absorption in the gapped service entrance and branch circuit MOV's is 887 J, a2}%oincrease

from the 738 J measured in the 700 V gap firing level base case. Individually, the service

entrance and the long branch circuit MOV's are 20%o and, l7o/o higher, respectively. As might

reasonably be expected, raising the gap voltage firing level has the opposite effect of lowering it.

It raises the impact on the branch circuit MOV, but because the voltage across the gap is also

raised, there is more stress on the service entrance MOV as well, the opposite of the previous

case-

6.2

The preceding four runs demonstrate that changing the gap firing settin gby l1%causes a

corresponding change in the long branch current of 7 to l5%o, and,in the energy absorbed in the

long branch MOV of 17 to 22yo, if the gap still fires. The greatest change is in the case where

the higher firing level prevented the 750 V impulse from firing the gap. It behaved closer to

case I (700 v impulse, gap does not fire) than the case 2 it is based on.
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7.1

Chapter Vtr

MODELLING THE EFFECT OF A SI.IRGE TRANSFERRED THROUGH A SINGLE PIIASE

DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMER

The single phase transformer ouþut is modelled as in [19], which is in turn modelled as in [20].

The surge output of a transformer, transferred from the high voltage to the low voltage winding

of a 2-winding transformer, may be described as consisting of four components:

- Electrostatic.

- Electromagnetic.

- Free oscillations of the secondary winding.

- Forced oscillations of the secondary winding, induced by the free oscillations of the

primary winding.

See Figure 7.1.
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FIG.7.1: Thefourcomponentsofthetransferredterminalvoltagesandtheirresultant[19].

Only the first and second components are of practical importance [19]. This is primarily because

the amplitude of the harmonics of the free oscillations depend on the difference between the

electrostatic and electromagnetic components at the secondary terminals, and these components

are usually designed to have the same polarity, reducing this difference, and consequently

reducing the amplitude of the free oscillations. While the free oscillations can be considerable in

the impulsed primary winding, in order to be transferred to the secondary as forced oscillations,

the sum of the ampere-turns of the primary must be non-zero, which can only happen when the
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primary neutral is ungrounded, which it rarely is. Furthermore, secondary cabling such as is used

to supply the types of buildings containing the type of circuitry under study in this thesis, can

have surge impedances ranging from 500 to 20 ohms, further reducing free and forced

oscillations.

For the purposes of this model, the electrostatic and electromagnetic components may be

approximated, as it is the relative impact of these components through the energy deposited in

the general circuit model (under study in the previous chapters) that is most important. This

general circuit model has also demonstrated its ability to ñlter out higher frequency components,

such as those due to the input voltage, in both the experiments and the model runs in previous

chapters. The high frequency components in the PSCAD model are analogous to high frequency

Fourier components that produce the sharp corners in triangular or square waves.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE BASIC CIRCLIIT MODEL TO REPRESENT A STIRGE

THROUGH A TRANSFORMER

Only two changes were necessary to the basic model to allow it to handle a surge passed through

a transformer. See Figare 7.2.

7.2
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FIG.7.2: PSCAD representation of the test circuit modified to handle surges passed through a

transformer.

In the first change, the "surge Generator" pscAD component was replaced with an

"xy-transfer-function" component. The latter component is a more general version of the

former and can simulate elaborate piece-wise linear inputs, either through an intemal look-up

table with up to 10 coordinates, or an extemal data file with virtually unìimited coordinate

capacity. A seven point table is used in the following runs to produce the surge waveform shown

in Figure 7.3. See Appendix A fo¡ coordinate look-up table. By comparison, a three point table

could have produced identical surge waveforms to those in the previous runs. The .,Surge
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Generator" was chosen instead

diagram.

ín the previous runs simply for added clarity in the schematic

'.:2e :OO5 t.,.:. ..:.: :'

:rÏimê ãô
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FIG' 7'3: Typical "700 V" input surge delivered by a distribution class transformer (bottom

curve is a closeup ofupper curve).

In the second change, a "Minimum" function was added to ensure that the gap-frring waveform

selected by switch position "8" of the "Two Input Selector" component in the model is never

higher than the input waveform. This measure was not necessary in the previous model runs

because the gap-firing waveform was defined in the second "surge Generator,, component to

always be less than the surge amplitude.

An unknown that cannot be handled without experimental verification, and a possible third

change that should be made to the model, is the turn-on delay before current conducts through

the gap. The original delay was fine tuned around experimental runs involving surges that
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steadily achieve their peak values at 1.2 ps. Since the peak always occurred at the same time in

each preceding surge, it was a direct indicator of the slope of the surge front. In the following

runs, the slopes of the electrostatic and electromagnetic components are different from the frontal

slope of the preceding surges, but the delay in the model is not changed. This is not expected to

cause significant error in the output curves, at least nothing worse than varying the gap firing

voltage by +l-ljyo, nonetheless it remains a concern. This assumption is reasonable based on

multiple model runs during the fine tuning of gap firing delay.

A model that was not attempted was to simulate the transforme¡ itself with passive components,

such as proposed by l2ll. There are several reasons for not doing so. First, and most

immediately, it would have meant exceeding the number of nodes (15) permissible in this

particular version of PSCAD, which would have prevented it from operating altogether. Six

additional nodes would be required for this method. Second, it would have introduced another

level of uncertainty in the results to that which is already there, namely that the ¡esults would

depend on the accuracy of an additional model. Thirdly, it would have required dramatic

changes to the manne¡ in which the gap firing mechanism alters the surge voltage delivered to the

circuit in the model that would have been difficult to justifu without experimental verification

that was not available. If more nodes were available in the software, a more realistic circuit

model could have been attempted for the surge generator, that in turn would have allowed for a

more versatile gap model that could be directly connected to more circuitry, but the choice was

made instead to more closely model the building circuitry with the available nodes. Finally, it is

not necessary with the model described in this thesis because it only depends on mimicking the

input voltage to the circuit in order to operate it. Nonetheless, an opportunity exists for future

research involving a larger transformer inclusive model.
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7.3 OVERVIEW OF THE SURGE THROUGH TRANSFORMER MODEL RIINS

Four runs provide an opporlunity to use the modified software model to study the effect of a

surge transferred through a distribution transformer, for a MOV on the 36 m branch circuit:

Case 20: MOV on 36 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case2l: MOV on 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap does not fire.

Case22: MOV on 36 m branch, 800 volt surge, gap fires on tail.

Case23: MOV on 36 m branch,2600 volt surge, gap fires on electrostatic component.

Each of these runs has a resultant set of curves. Base cases refer to the corresponding

experimentally verifi ed runs above.

Case 20: MOV on 36 M Branch. 700 Volt Surse. Gap Does Not Fire

The 700 volt impulse applied to the modified circuit is again insufficient to sparkover the gap, as

it was in the base case. All of the surge impulse is dissipated through the MOV on the 36 m

branch circuit, bypassing the gap entirely. See Figure 7.4.
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FIG' 7.4: PSCAD simulation of a surge passed through a transformer producing a voltage lower

than gap sparkover (long branch circuit MOV).

As in some other runs above, the digital resolution of the modelling software time step is not

high enough to show the proper peak voltage, 840 V. This is not a major concern as, based on

the experimental results, the electrostatic component of the impulse is too narrow to trigger the

gap.
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Peak current I, through the 36 m long branch MOV is 5% lower that in the base Case 1 run

where it also operated alone. Not surprisingly, the peak of I, is shifted 2 ps to the right,

reflecting the delayed rise of the electromagnetic component compared to the rise of the surge

impulse in Case l. Total energy absorption in the long branch MOV is 14.6 J, I3o/o lower that of

the base Case. This effect is similar to lowering the surge impulse voltage level slightly.

case2l: Mov on 36 M Branch. 750 volt suree. Gap Does Not Fire

The 750 volt impulse applied to the modified circuit is again insufficient to sparkover the gap,

but this time as it was in the previous case, not the 7 50 V base Case 2. All of the surge impulse

is dissipated through the MOV on the 36 m branch circuit, bypassing the gap entirely. See

Figure 7.5.
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FIG. 7.5: PSCAD simulation of a higher surge passed through a transformer producing a voltage

lower than gap sparkover (long branch circuit MOV).

Again, the digital resolution of the modelling software time step is not high enough to show the

proper peak voltage, 900 V. Again, the electrostatic component of the impulse is too narrow to

trigger the gap.
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Peak current I, through the 36 m long branch MOV is 7% higher that in the previous case run

where it also operated alone. Total energy absorption in the long branch MOV is 16.6 J,l4o/o

higher that of the previous case. This run produces almost identical peak current and energy

absorption results as the base Case 1 for the 700 V surge. The effect is similar to lowering the

surge impulse voltage level by 50 V, confirming the similar observation in the previous run.

Case22: MOV on 36 M Branch. 800 Volt Surse. Gap Fires on Tail

The 800 volt impulse applied to the modified circuit is just sufficient to sparkover the gap, which

occurs on the tail. There is no base case for this run. The closest is the 750 V base Case2.

After sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap, not the long branch

circuit MOV, which is only left to slowly discharge the energy stored in the cables. See Figure

7.6.
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FIG. 7.6: PSCAD simulation of a surge passed through a transformer producing a voltage

sufficient for gap sparkover on the tail (long branch circuit MOV).

Again, the digital resolution of the modelling software time step is not high enough to show the

proper peak voltage,960 V. Again, the electrostatic component of the impulse is too narrow to

trigger the gap.
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Peak currents I1, I* and I, are 34%oltrgher,  2%;ohigher, and Io/o lower, respectively, than in the

7 50 V base Case 2 run which also fired in the tail of the surge. The peaks of the currents are

shifted 1 ps to 3 ps to the right, again reflecting the delayed rise of the electromagnetic

component compared to the rise of the surge impulse in the 750 V base Case 2. Total energy

absorption in the MOV's is 90 J, twice that of the 750 V case, but the energy absorbed by the

long branch MOV is only less than Zo/ohtgher. Once again, the effect on the long branch MOV

is very similar to lowering the surge impulse voltage level by 50 V, but this time at the expense

of greater stress on the service entrance gap-MOV arrester.

Case 23: MOV on 36 M Branch. 2600 Volt Suree. Gap Fires on Electrostatic Component

The 2600 volt impulse applied to the modified circuit is just sufficient to sparkover the gap,

which occurs on the electrostatic component, similarly as it did on the face of the surge in the

base Case 3. After sparkover, the majority of the impulse is dissipated through the gap, not the

long branch circuit MOV, which is only left to slowly discharge the energy stored in the cables.

See Figure 7.7.
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FIG- 7.7: PSCAD simulation of a surge passed through a transformer producing a voltage

sufficient for gap sparkover on the electrostatic component (long branch circuit MOV).

Again, the digital resolution of the modelling software time step is not high enough to show the

proper peak voltage,3120 V. This is the only run in which the electrostatic component of the

impulse is sufficient to trigger the gap.
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7.3

Peak currents 11, I' and I, are all about I%lngher than in the2600 V base Case 3 run, which

fired on the face of the surge and was not the output of a distribution transformer. The peaks of

the cur¡ents are shifted 0.3 ¡rs to the left, this time reflecting the faster rise of the electromagnetic

component compared to the rise of the surge impulse in Case 3. Total energy absorption in the

MOV's is 748 J, about 7%ohigher than that of the base case. The energy absorbed individually

by the service entrance and long branch MOV's is about 1%ohigher, and identical to, those of the

base case, respectively. Unlike the previous case, with a higher surge, the effects on not just the

long branch MOV, but the service entrance MOV as well, are very similar to those of base

Case 3.

The preceding four runs provide further evidence of the value of a gapped MOV for providing

proper coordination witli MOV's located on the branch circuit. The four runs are reasonable,

and it is largely the gap firing delay that is an issue with them. In these four cases the general

impulse shape applied to the circuit is different from the preceding l9 cases, yet somewhat but

not completely similar results occur. For impulses with peak amplitude close to the gap hring

voltage, the transformer impulse places a similar effect on the circuit as that of a 1.2150 impulse

across a gap whose firing level is 10% higher. A2600 V impulse on the other hand, has the

opposite effect. It is more severe than a I.2l5O impulse, both for the branch MOV, but especially

for the gapped MOV. Intermediate level transformer impulses are expected to have a more

similar effect to that of a I .2150 impulse.

The gap firing delays are also reasonable, but there are no data available to confirm them.

However, because deliberately changing the delay by small amounts in several undocumented
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runs did not affect the current and energy outputs to any great degree, this issue is relatively

unimportant as far as coordination is concerned. The energy content and current flow in the

branch resulting from changing the microsecond level duration of the initial surge voltage by

l0%o or 20%6 is insignificant compared to the energy and current absent due to reducing the

remainder of the 50 ¡rs tail after the gap fires.
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Chapter VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The objectives of this thesis are twofold:

1. To develop a working model for studying the coordination of a gap-MOV combined

service entrance arrester to various MOV branch circuit arreste¡ combinations.

2. To extend that model to the study of other surge cases, particularly to the case of a surge

passed through a single phase distribution transformer.

The first objective is met in Chapter fV above. Good correlation was achieved between all four

of the experimental runs in [1] and the PSCAD model. From these results, the second objective

can be approached with some confidence.

The second objective is met in the remaining chapters. While there are some concems

mentioned above in applying the model to new circuit configurations, these concerns are

manageable if some care is exercised not to go outside the bounds of the basic model. A

reasonable degree ofconfidence was achieved, as mentioned above, even for the surge passed

through a distribution transformer. The opportunity exists to extend this model much further

than it has in this thesis, especially with new experimental results to back up such an extension.

An unintended consequence of this research has been to further add to the general level of
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confirmation by others of the validity of the general PSCAD software package, a package

originally intended for aiding IIVDC research, not for modelling general purpose building power

circuits. This confirmation hopefully may encourage othe¡s to add to the number of currently

available circuit component models with elements that may help in the further investigation of

low voltage building power circuit phenomena.

Another unintended consequence is that the frnished model can be used as a teaching aid to

demonstrate issues facing arrester coordination to students. Once set up, the model is relatively

easy to run on a typical present-day Microsoft Windows platform (and possibly several others),

making relatively modest computing demands on the processor. Care, as expected, however, is

still required in the method and assumptions in setting the model up.

The modelling effort in this thesis also helped to add confidence to the gapped MOV approach to

arrester coordination in typical building power circuitry. Satisfactory confirmation of this

coordination concept was demonstrated in all 23 cases studied above. This further confirmation

adds credence to developing a general building arrester protection strategy for coordination with

smaller arresters typically found ad hoc in power bars and electronic equipment.

The farther the modelled circuit is from an experimentally validated run, the more care should be

used in quoting values produced by the simulation. This is not to say that the model is

unreliable, but rather that there is a greater chance for increasing error, for every extra degree of

change to the circuit model configuration that is introduced.

Of the model runs above, all behaved satisfactorily. The one that created the greatest concern for
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unverified results was the surge passed through a transformer. The transformer output surge runs

are reasonable, and it is largely the gap firing delay that is an issue with them. During the

development of the original model, in the fine tuning stages, numerous firing delays were

attempted in order to match the experimental ¡esults. None of the delay changes made an

appreciably large difference to the amount of current flowing or energy deposited in the circuit.

This is not to say that the current and energy effects from the turn on delay were zero, rather that

they were slight and not as great as other phenomena studied during other runs, such as varying

the gap firing voltage within a +/-10%o tolerance. The energy content and cur¡ent flow in the

branch resulting from changing the microsecond level duration of the initial surge voltage by

l0%o or 20%o is insignificant compared to the energy and current absent due to reducing the

remainder of the 50 ps tail after the gap fires.

The greatest concern in depending on the results of the model runs above is that it would be

preferable to have more experimental results available to confirm more of the model runs, and to

test the model under an even wider set of circumstances than just those above. Nonetheless,

generally the results appear reasonable and as long as it is satisfactory not to have more precise

results (on the order of better than 5%) they may be regarded as ,,reliable".

This thesis produced two important improvements on the results published in [l]. One of them is

the calculation of energy absorbed in the MOV's in all runs above. This provides an opportunity

to easily check for adequate branch circuit protection. Another improvement is that a more

accurate, more versatile and more general model was developed than the EMTp model. The

PSCAD model can be readily adapted to a wide variety of similar circuits.
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Several general observations became apparent during this thesis:

1. Current delivered through either branch circuit MOV is generally about half, and energy

delivered is about a third, if the gap frres.

2. The accuracy of the waveform representing the impulse voltage delivered to the circuit is

not critical for producing accurate cur¡ent and energy results.

3. Fine tuning of the circuit model during the runs of the first four cases consisted of mostly

very minor changes in impedance values that were on the order of what may be found in

lead impedance, component tolerances, and cable variations.

4. Arresters inherently coordinate better, and the branch circuit is better protected, if there

is more cable (and consequently impedance) to separate the branch MOV's from the

service entrance ar¡ester.

5. A transformer passed 750 V impulse has a similar effect to that of a 700 V,1.2150

impulse across the same circuit.

6. A transformer passed 800 V impulse triggers the gap on the electromagnetic component

and has a similar effect on the long branch MOV as a 750 V, 1.2150 impulse.

7. A transformer passed 2600 V impulse triggers the gap on the electrostatic component,

which occurs earlier than a gap triggering on the front of a 2600 V 1.2150 impulse, yet

the total energy absorption in the MOV's is only lo/olttgher.

A review of the literature revealed that there is a multitude of approaches to attempting to

coordinate surge arresters in building power wiring, and several attempts to develop an idealised

mathematical model to represent the experimental results. This thesis has extended that

modelling process with newer software tools and attempted to predict the behaviour of that

model under different circumstances with encouraging results. The¡e is no reason to suspect that
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other researchers cannot extend this technique even further.

An excellent topic for a future research effort would be to develop a circuit component for use in

PSCAD to directly represent a gap arrester. Such a component, in combination with the cable

and MOV emulation methods discussed above in this document, would make a very powerful

coo¡dination analysis tool that is easy to use. This effort would allow for easier study of more

complex coordination problems.
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Appendix A

PSCAD/EMTDC MODEL COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Branch Circuit MOV's:



Service Entrance (Gapped) MOV:
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Cables:

Line Model General Data

Neme of Line: Çahle3
Steedy State Frequency [Hz]:60.C
Length of Line [km]:0.036
Number of Conductors:

t^- -
l_ i. " i

(lcuLûrí' f.i:k - -t I
.r*:¡¡LZi l.n- l( - -'- - _}

Frequency Dependent (Mode) Model Options
1rårrl Îi¡Ê lllå:fi!51i¡rt: Ê.¡r

Cr:i= ñllir¡ :Slë.1jr6 F'oìJc r,-j: Cr.5 f llj-
tr ** iìll':r$ i^d i:'c.r:.rc.1- l_t'i.i r!i:'

,¿tv)ttt,-J,n CrÈJéi ¿.1 i;itllig ls:zã-J:lê ã3
ür"iiÌllf,r Cr¿r'.É: ú.f Fil1:ng' {rrJ J}û..:}- fl:l¿-i :.t¡

1"¡l:1r¡ tr t.,tli1É, -rlilr Ir.7-€.J"¿j(. .? [;.;-
1,iårdiûu¡¡l ti:tf.¡4 &.iù¡ f¡.i 1r.rr.*- Sttl¿.1 'l iÈ,1;i

c.??1?+ l'''i( --i i
-t-t.I¿5!] l_-n ( -_ _ _,_)
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Cables (continued):
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Cables (continued):

cJ Jll !'.er¡?!] q 9, G n !!lt
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Gap Circuit Breaker:

Gap Voltage Source:
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Gap Voltaee Source (continued):

Surge Generato¡ Voltaee Source:
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Lonq Branch knpedance:

Short Branch Impedance:

Service Entrance Impedance:

35 [ohml
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Gap Voltage Comparator:

Gap Voltaee Delay:

Gap Current Comparator:
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Latch (Flip Flop):

Surge Generator:

Surse Voltaqe After Gap Sparkover:
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A-B Switch:

Transformer Surge Generator:

N'ax¡sr !íáln (¡nie¡sely:píopdnloiíâl lô,fiÞq:)
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Appendix B

PSCAD DISTRIBUTED LINES AND CABLES

The following information on the PSCAD internal modelling of lines and cables is copied from

the PSCAD Version 3.0.8 software help file documentation.
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Distributed Lines and Cables

Generally in electromagnetic transients simulations, there are two main ways to represent
transmission lines. The most familiar method is using PI line sections. Single or multi-
phase lines can be modeled. The second method is to use a distributed transmission line,
which is most suited for transient line response modeling using a digital computer. A
distributed model operates on the principle of traveling waves. A voltage disturbance will
travel along a conductor at its propagation velocity (near the speed of light), until it is
reflected at the line's end. In a sense, a transmission line or cable is a delay function.
Whatever is fed into one end will appear at the other end, perhaps slightly distorted, after
some delay. However, there are some other considerations which must be dealt with
which include mutual coupling with other conductors, and wave-shape attenuation as it
travels along the line.

Model Selection

There are three basic transmission line or cable modeling techniques in EMTDC: PI
sections, the Bergeron Model, and Frequency-Dependent Line Models. The requirements
of your study will determine which of the three models is suitable.

A simple PI section model will give the correct fundamental impedance, but cannot
accurately represent other frequencies unless many sections are used (which is
inefficient). It also cannot accurately represent the frequency dependent parameters of a
line (such as skin effect..). It is suitable for very short lines where the traveling wave
models cannot be used. For EMTDC, PI sections are not considered a very elegant means
of transmission line modeling for the following reasons:

o Greater computational time and increased matrix sizes

o Not practical with a large number of mutually coupled conductors

o Frequency dependent attenuation of the traveling waves is not easily or accurately
incorporated

The Bergeron model represents the L and C elements of a PI section in a distributed
manner (not using lumped parameters like PI sections). It is roughly equivalent to using
an infinite number of PI sections except that the resistance is lumped (Il2 inthe middle of
the line, &fracl4; at each end). Like PI sections, it also accurately represents the
fundamental frequency. It also represents impedances at other frequencies, except that the
losses do not change. This model is suitable for studies where the fundamental frequency
load-flow is most important (i.e. relay studies). The Bergeron model is discussed in detail
later in this document.
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The Frequency-Dependent Line Model represents the frequency dependence of all
parameters. This model takes longer to run than the Bergeron model, but is necessary for
studies requiring a very detailed representation of the line over a wide frequency range.
Frequency dependent models can be solved using modal techniques (as in PSCAD V2
models) or using the more advanced phase domain techniques (the best model). These
models are discussed in detail a little later on.

The T-Lr¡rs and CesrE constant processors are used to generate the data required by the
EMTDC line models. Only the conductor properties (resistance, radius ... ) and geometry
(Horizontal & Vertical tower dimensions) are required to model the line. The T-LINn and
Cenl¡ constant processors then store the solved line constants data in output files.

The T-LIN9 Howto Manual and Clntg Howto Manual describe how to enter data for
overhead transmission lines and cables, as well as how to select from the available
options.

What's New

A number of new features are available in PSCAD V3:

o New phase domain frequency dependent model which represents all frequency
dependent effects. This model is the most advanced model available in the area.
It is also suitable when ac and dc lines are on the same right of way.

o New curve fitting algorithm based on weighted least squares. This is a
mathematical optimum technique and is much superior to the as¡rmptotic methods
used in PSCAD V2. This method also allows users to specify a higher weighting
factor near fundamental frequency to avoid steady state impedance errors.

o Extension to complex conjugatepolelzeroes fitting.

o Transposing options for individual circuits. The ideal transposition options in
PSCAD V2 transposed the entire system of N conductors, whereas V3 allows
transposing on a circuit by circuit basis.

o Direct elimination method of bundling conductors. PSCAD v2 used a GMR
calculation, whereas V3 calculates and reduces the system down to the correct
number of conductors. The new method is more accurate when the phase spacing
is small (compared to the bundle spacing).

o Support for unsynrmetrical bundle configurations.

o Support for databases of conductor and ground wire types.

o Direct entry of conductor shunt conductance

o Reflectionless line option - this can be used for lightning overvoltage studies
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where you want a strike to divide using the correct surge impedance, but the
stroke will never reflect from the far end (ie the travel time of the line is longer
then the period over which you want to study).

er( Lt)

The Bergeron Line Model
The Bergeron method is based on a distributed L-C parameter traveling wave line model
with lumped resistance. This model produces a constant surge impedance and is
essentially a single frequency model. The Bergeron method can be used for any general
fundamental frequency impedance studies such as relay testing or matching load-flow
results.

Single Conductor Model

In order to appreciate the concept of a distributed transmission line, a single conductor
overhead transmission line is considered. Multi phase and mutually coupled transmission
lines follow similar concepts. A distributed transmission line interfaces to the EMTDC
electric network as shown below.

trþ- rJ

1*(r -r)

Interfacing r¡'ith the Dstrbuted Liru b the Circuit

The 'line constants' routing will have generated:

Zo: Th" Characteristic or Surge Impedance (ohms)

fr: The total line resistance (ohms)

r: The travel time of the line (seconds).

The travel time ( r ) and the characteristic impedance l 
Zo 

) can be related to inductance
and capacitance of the transmission line as follows:

r = I"!ß and

zo=,fiiE

where
I : lengfh of the transmission line

trþ) /*(¿)
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r : inductance in henries/unit length
C : capacitance in farads/unit length

The Norton interface impedance at each end of the line (shown as Z in the above figure)
is:

p
r¿-¿¡0T-

a l2.rl

The Norton current injected at each end of the line has been determined by Dommel [2]
to be:

rr(t -') = f"-!-C * ¡¡'¡*(¿ - ,)l
L L J¡2.21

i*(r - ,) =lú!: r * ¡¡.;*(¡ -,)l
L " Jl2.3l

where:

zD - Rl4
)I--

zo * Rl4 
¡2.+1

These equations are derived by breaking a loss less line into two sections, inserting N2 in
the middle and R/4 at each end of the line.

The EMTDC model actually has two frequency paths, a lower and an upper frequency
path. This enables the transmission losses to be accurately represented at the fundamental
frequency, and to have increased losses at higher frequencies. The line is not exactly
modeled at the higher frequency however because the surge impedance, travel time and
transformation matrix are still the steady state values.

The low frequency should be the fundamental frequency of the studies system and would
generally be then either 50 or 60 Hzfor an AC transmission line. For a DC line, a low
frequency such as 5 Hz should be used. The surge impedance and travel time are
calculated at this frequency.

The second higher frequency is used for calculating the high frequency attenuation of the
line. T-Lr¡rE and CegL¡ constant processors will create a split at the log average of the
two frequencies specified to determine high and low frequency attenuation. A general
high frequency to enter would be between 100 Hz and2WIz. This high frequency can, if
desired, be chosen to accommodate a specific resonance conditions the user might be
interested in.

A block diagram of a single phase or single mode distributed transmission line used in
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EMTDC is shown in the next figure.

Just before the current is injected into the line terminations, it is processed through a real-

pole with a time constant slrs (seconds).

Selection of wave shaping constant Tt 
"*be made in order to shape the steep front of a

traveling wave to a known attenuation and slope. If one is concemed about matching the
steep front from the EMTDC line model to a known response, adjustment by trial and

error of ft will enable this to be done. (By default, the shaping time constants are set to
.05 msec from the Line Constants. This essentially provides no wave shaping). Care
should be taken when using wave shaping time constant, because although the real-pole
will attenuate the high frequency components of a line, it also introduces an additional
lag or time delay which affects the effective overall travel time, and thus the line
impedance.

The Bergeron model of a transmission line would generally be chosen over a PI
equivalent type circuit for any lines for which the travel time of the wave (assuming a
speed close to that of light) is in the order of the simulation time-step. For a general
simulation time-step of 50 microseconds, this would mean lines over 15 km should at
least be represented by the Bergeron model.

ä*\t)z

Bloc k Diasmm of a S inelÊ lvlode of the EIvTIDC Disùrbuted T¡ansnission Line

The Bergeron model also has an important advantage over Pl-section in that it does not
introduce an artificial resonance at high frequencies as do lines modeled with a limited
number of Pl-sections.

Multi-Conductor

So far the mechanism of EMTDC's frequency dependent distributed transmission line

i**(l)
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has been discussed considering one conductor or mode only. Generally, transmission
lines consist of several mutually couple phases or conductors. These have to be broken up
into modes. There is one mode for each phase which is mutually coupled. Each mode can
be treated as an independent single phase transmission line. This method allows
unbalanced mutually coupled lines to be modeled. A modal transformation converts the
modal response back into the EMTDC network quantities. The modal transformation and
modal quantities are obtained automatically by the line/cable constants routines from an
eigenvalue analysis.

For unbalanced transmission lines, each mode will have different surge impedances and
travel times. Usually there are two main types of modes. Firstly, the ground mode or
common mode ot zeÍo sequence mode. This mode is active whenever ground currents
flow. Second, the remaining modes are known as metallic modes, differential modes or
positive and negative sequence modes. The ground mode has a longer travel time, higher
surge impedance and higher line resistance than the metallic mode(s). The important
aspect of modal analysis is the modal transformation matrix. To summarize this
procedure, a matrix diagonalization technique is undertaken so that:

Ino*, ] 
: 

[r" ][n "u" l ¡z.sJ

Ir**. ] 
: 

tq ]lr,*"] tr.ur

lq l' = lEl-' rr..,t

where:

[r. I
[rnodel: Line end mode volts

lt ou" ]: ,rn" end mode current

Line end phase volts

l+-- ]: rrn" end phase current

[q ]: A square matrix transforming mode volts to phase volts

r -t
L 
li l: A square matrix transforming mode current to phase current

The transformation matrix is calculated using eigenvalue analysis by the T-LrNE/CABLE
constant processors.

[no*",- ]-
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When there is only a single conductor above a ground then there is just a single mode.
The path the current can circulate is along the conductor and back through the gtound.
This is particularly true if one end of the conductor is energized with a voltage source and
the other is grounded as shown below.

For a two conductor transmission line such as a bipolar DC line, there are two paths
retum current can flow as shown in the following figure.

li¡Iei¡llic lvlode

I
-1

Two modes of a h¡ro canducts transnissimr line

For the ground mode, the current flows down both conductors and back through the
ground. The current flows down one conductor and back on the other for the metallic
mode. Each of these two modes can be differentiated by defining the direction in which
current flows as either a *1 or -1. The modal transformation matrix is then:

t'r = [ ],],,,,

and when normalized becomes,

lzl: lql :

It is worth noting that the transformation matrix for I and 2 conductor flat lines does not
change with frequency. This is because the conductors are always balanced.

If a three phase line is balanced, then the transformation is also constant with frequency.
This is the case for ideally transposed lines, or a delta configured line very high in the air.

lo.to:t o ?o?r I

lo tott - o ?o?l.| 
r2.er

Single mode for a single conducbr with ground path rehtn

Grou¡rd lvtrode
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r,r 
[i _;, jl 

,,,,,

losttq
[q]=lql=lottto

[o:rz+

Under those conditions, the transformation becomes Clark components:

and when normalized becomes,

0.?0?1

0.0

- 0;t011

The physical realization of the Clark transformation is shown in the following figure.

Three modes of a th¡ee conducbr tnranission linÊ using CJark components

As a three phase circuit is not usually perfectly balanced, th"n[4 ] 
. [q] and Expression

[2.7] determines the relation between the voltage and current transformation matrices.
The transformation matrices are represented as real, even though in reality they may be
frequency dependent and consist of both real and imaginary components. For overhead
conductors, the imaginary components are small compared with the real components and
it is a reasonable approximation to neglect the imaginary parts.

Data Input for EMTDC Bergeron Line Model

The Bergeron distributed line model data is contained in a linename.tlo file located in the
casename.emt subdirectory. This file is automatically created by the Line Constants
program when it solves. Sending end nodes can be in a different subsystem to its
receiving end nodes.

- 040821

0 8165 I

- o4o82l p.rtl

ûMODE

F,l

,ß Ir,tOnE

[],]

O MODE

lil
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Time Step Dependencies

The Bergeron and Frequency Dependent line models are based on traveling wave theory,
and thus have a limitation on the minimum length where they can be used (i.e. the travel
time must be: the time step). For a time step of 50 uS, this length is about 15 km. For
lines shorter than this, a PI section model is suitable.

When the traveling wave line models are used, the calculated travel time of the line/cable
will not be an exact integer multiple of the time step. The user is given a choice (from the
Line Constants Options menu) to interpolate the travel time or not. Not interpolating the
travel time can introduce erors by artificially increasing or decreasing the effective line
length. Interpolating the travel time will give the correct effective length (and the correct
fundamental impedance), but has the disadvantage that it adds additional damping at high
frequencies. For example, an open ended loss-less line with a step input should result in
the open end voltage stepping from 0 to 2 forever. If interpolation of the travel time is
chosen, the square wave will eventually lose all high frequency components and become
more of a sine wave.

If the line is short, then interpolation should be done. For example, if the line is 40 km,
then the travel time (assuming the speed of light) is approximately 133. uS (2.667 time
steps @ 50 uS). Modifuing the travel time to 3 time steps can introduce a significant
effor.

If the line is long, then interpolating the travel time is not required. The line model will
merely take the closest integer multiple. For example, if the line is 1000 km, then the
travel time is approximately 3,333. US (66.67 time steps @ 50 uS). Modifying the travel
time to 67 time steps will not introduce a significant error.

The Frequency-Dependent Line Models
The Frequency-Dependent Line Models are basically distributed R-L-C traveling wave
models which incorporate the frequency dependence of all parameters. Because the
Bergeron model is adequate for studies which essentially only require the correct
fundamental frequency impedance, the Frequency-Dependent Line Model should be used
for all studies which require frequencies other than the fundamental to be represented
accurately (such as transient overvoltages, harmonic analysis...).

Two frequency dependent models are available. The Phase Domain Model is the most
accurate as it represents the frequency dependence of intemal transformation matrices,
whereas the Modal Model assumes a constant transformation. For systems of ideally
transposed conductors (or 2 conductor horizontal configurations), the 2 models will give
identical results (as the transformation is constant anyway).

The phase domain model is numerically robust and more accurate than any other
commercially available line/cable model, and should thus be preferred.
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Phase Domain General Theory

The phase domain line model is best described in:

"Transmission Line Models for the Simulation of Interaction Phenomena Between
Parallel AC and DC Overhead Lines", Gustavsen, Irwin et al, IPST 99 Proceedings, P.
6r-67.

The model represents all frequency dependent effects for both lines and cables. This
model is superior to modal methods as it does not use the approximation of a constant
transformation.

Mode Domain General Theory

The Frequency-Dependent Modal Line Model is based on the theory developed in [7].

In order to arrive at the time domain formation of the line equations, it is convenient to
first work in the frequency domain, where an exact solution for a given frequency is
possible.

Consider the following circuit of a transmission line as seen from the terminations:

tïa*, 
,

Vk (w) Vttt (w)

Freque ncy Do main Line Ci¡ruit

For a given frequency, the voltages and currents at one end of the line may be represented
in terms of the voltage and current at the other end by:

rrb): coshfr(ø) ¿]r* lø) - z,(ø) sinhly(ø) ¿]¡* (ù 
¡2.t2)

'*(.) 
: +H.1 v*tu)-.o,h[r(,)' r]-(a,) 

pßl

Jlûz@ is the propagation constant

where:

yf.at):

trrÃ7t^.\: t- - 'uc\wt 
I r(t) is the surge impedance
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Y(*J : 3 + ¡cais the shunt admittance of the line

zl*J : p + ¡La is the series impedance of the line

By introducing the forward and backward traveling wave functions Fr undBr .

4(') :vr@J + z,(a) 't*[.) p.r4]

B rl*) = Vr(*J - Z,l,*) ' i, (*) e.rsl
and similarly at node m:

4(al) =V*(*J + Z,(a) 't* (al) 
12.16)

B*(*J : 4 (') - Z,(*)'t* (al) p.r7l

Removing i*(t) frorn equation 12.14)using equation l2.l'lyields:

4(r) :\vr@) -B*(r) eryl
and similarly:

4(') : Zv*(al) -,8* (*) ¡z.ro1

Expressions l2.I2l and l2.I3l (and their equivalents at node m) can now be expressed in
terms of the forward and backward traveling functions:

B*(') : ,{{al)'4(') p.201

B*(al) : .,4(al)'F*[.) p.ztl

where

'{(al) 
: : u-r?)z

.o'hlr(.)' r]'inr'[r(')' ¿]
12.221

¿{') ¡, known as the propagation constant and is a complex number. The real part ( ø 
) is the

attenuation constant, and the imaginary Oart 1J,8, is the phase constant.

Equation 12.15) andl2.l7) can be represented with the equivalent circuit as shown below.
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ik (w) im (w)

Vk (w)

Fæ quency Domain Equi:denf Circ uit

Equations l2.1gl andl2.2}lrelate the sourceB*[t) with the m side quantities 4(t)
und B*(t) '

3*(') :

and similarly

B*(') : ,{(o,) 'lzrrrl*J- ¿r(')] p.241

The goal is to represent the circuit of the above figure and equations 12.22) and 12.241in
the time domain. The problem however, is the multiplication of i(t)'4(u) in Equation
12.24). A multiplication of the frequency domain becomes a convolution in the time
domain:

,{(.)' 4(') * .f 
r(rt) ' F*(t - u)*t

12.2sl

Note the lower limit of the integral of equation 12.251is r (the travel time), because an
impulse on one end of the line will not reach the other end until r seconds. The travel

time is calculated using the imaginary termp of the propagation constant.

Equation 12.251is still in a very inconvenient form for a time domain solution, because
with each time step more and more terms of the convolution integral must be evaluated.
Fortunately, the convolution can be computed in a recursive form suitable for time
domain solution [9].

The recursive convolution algorithm requires ¡(,) to be in the form of a sum of
exponentials. This is achieved in the T-LrNp/CneLE constant processors. T-LINE and

Cesrp constant processors first generat" á(t) for 100 frequencies equally spaced on a
log scale over a wide frequency range. This curve is then approximated with Nth order

rational function ¿(s) using curve fitting techniques. The number of pole zeroes required

depends on the maximum allowed error between the curves. The function d(t) can then

Zc (w)

Bk (w)

Zc (vr)

Em (w)

,{(o') ,lzrr*(*)- ¡-(o,)] 
12.231
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be broken down (using partial fraction expansion) into a sum of exponential terms. The

more terms there are in d(t), the more terms there are in the recursive convolution, which
means the line model takes longer to run.

One point not yet discussed is the representation of the surge impedance Z,(*J in the
time domain. The line constants program (T-LrNe/CasLE constant processors) generates

a curve fo, zr(*J. The same curve fitting routine used to generate ¿(t) is used to

generate an approxim ut"Z,("J. This function is now realized,by replacin gZ,(*J in the

last figure with an R-C circuit which has the same impedance urZ,(t). The R-C circuit is
then solved using the same trapezoidal integration technique as is used in the main
program.

Finally, the extension of this theory to multi-conductor lines is achieved using the same
modal transformations discussed earlier. Early attempts at curve fitting the modal
transformation option were available in PSCADV2,but were found to be non-reliable
and were therefore dropped in PSCAD V3 (only a constant transformation is calculated).

It is only necessary to approximate the current transformation matrix (this transforms
modal currents to phase currents). It is also necessary to transform the phase voltages to
modal quantities, (which requires the inverse of the voltage transformation matrix), but
from Equationl2.Tl, the required matrix is merely the transpose of the current transform.

The last section of this manual discusses the equations used in the T-LINE/CABTE line
constants programs. This section also describes the mathematical techniques required to
determine the transformation matrices, attenuation constant and surge impedance for each
frequency.

Data File Format for the Frequency-Dependent Line Model

The Frequency Dependent line model data is contained in a linename.tlo file located in
the casename.emt subdirectory. This file is automatically created by the Line Constants
program when it solves. Sending end nodes can be in a different subsystem to its
receiving end nodes.

The data fìle format for the Frequency-Dependent Line Model consists mainly of poles

and zeroes for the rational function approximation of Z" (the surge impedance), A (the
attenuation constant), and T (the current transformation matrix) for each mode. This data
is generated automatically by the T-LrNp/Ceers constant processors.

The complexity and amount of data required by the Frequency-Dependent Line Model
makes manual calculation nearly impossible.

Frequency Dependent Line Model Options

The frequency dependent line model has a number of parameters which can be selected
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or adjusted from the line/cable constants options menu. The effect of interpolating the
travel time has already been discussed earlier.

The maximum number of poles/zeroes is usually entered as 20. This is usually the default
dimension intemal to EMTDC. If the curve fitting uses all 20 poles, then the
approximated curve for the parameter being curve fitted will be constant for all higher
frequencies.

The maximum error will affect the number of poles/zeroes used in the approximation. In
general, a smaller error will result in less enors in the curve fitting but will result in a less
efficient model due to a larger number of poles. The error is calculated as a percentage of
the maximum of the curve. For the attenuation constant and the transform, this is
consistent as 1.0. For the surge impedance however, the maximum value will depend on
the starting frequency (see below).

The user must select a starting and an end frequency. The upper frequency may be
beyond the highest frequency which can be represented with the chosen time step, but the
program will truncate the curve fitting data to preserver efficiency. A good choice for the
end frequency is l.0E6Hz.

The lower frequency must be selected cautiously however. Internally in the line constants
equations, the shunt conductance (G) of the line is 0.0. This means that the surge

impedance(@)willtendtobecomelargerasthefrequency
decreases. The selection of the starting frequency will introduce an effective shunt

conductance G' ( zdc : frfr/Gl ). This means that if the curve f,rtting is started at 70H2,
a significant shunt conductance will be introduced. If the starting frequency is reduced,
then the shunt conductance is smaller (less shunt losses).

Care must also be taken as the choice of the starting frequency will affect the accuracy of
the curve fitting of the surge impedance. This is because the maximum effor is specified
as a percentage of the maximum, and the surge impedance will get larger as the starting
frequency is lowered. Finally, choosing too low of a starting frequency means that there
may be poles/zeroes at these low frequencies. This can introduce very long time constants
in the line models which means you must run for a long time to reach steady state. A
good starting frequency is about 0.5 Hz.

Transposed Transmission Lines

Many long ac transmission lines have transposed conductors to minimize unbalances in
the ac system. There are essentially two methods to model transposed lines in EMTDC.
These two methods are valid for both the Bergeron and the frequency dependent line
models.

The first method requires each section of the total line to be represented as individual
lines. The circuit interconnections between the line sections are then transposed as in the
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real system. For example, phase A of the three phase line may be Conductor 1 for Line
section 1, Conductor #3 for the second line etc....

The second method for modeling transpositions is to assume that each circuit is
completely balanced or ideally transposed. The line may be represented as a single
section from sending end to receiving end using this option. This is a reasonable
approximation for relatively short lines, but the high frequency response for long lines
will be affected. The T-LINElCl.srn constant processors allow the user to select the
ideally transposed option. PSCAD V3 allows each circuit to be transposed, whereas
PSCAD V2 transposed all circuits on the right of way (which is unrealistic).

Line Constants Routines

The T-LINE/Cesrs constant processors programs generate all data required by both the
EMTDC line models.

The input data required by T-LINB is:

Conductors

. # ofbundles (or phases)

. # ofsub-conductors per bundle

. radius ofa sub-conductor

. dc resistance/length ofa sub-conductor

. conductor shunt conductance

. sub-conductorspacing

. horizontal distance of bundle (any reference may be used)

. height of a bundle at the tower

. sag of the bundle at Midspan (max. height - min. Height)

iymbol

oNb

oNc

. Rad (m)

o Rdc (n /m)

o G (mhos/m)

. Scs (m)

o X(m)

o ytower (m)

. Sag (m)

round Wires

o # of Ground Wires

o radius of each ground wire

. dc resistance/length

. horizontal distance

. Ngw

. Rad (m)

. Rdc (n lm)

o X(m)

o Ytower (m)
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o height at tower

sag at midspana

. Sag (m)

her Data

. lenglh of line

o ground resistivity

L (m)

Cg (r -m)

The input data required by Cesln is:

Sonductors

. # of cables

o last layer ofcable

o horizontal position of cable (any reference may be used)

. height of conductor (-'ve for below water/ground)

o ground layer metallic layer to surrounding medium

.Nc

.LL

oXi

.Yi

.LC

nductor Layers

r inner radius of cable conductor

o outer radius ofeach cable layer

o resistivity of conductor, sheath and armor

¡ relative permittivity of insulators 1, 2 &,3

o relative permeability of all layers

.rl

. 12...r7

. F"Ft þ"

. \44

o lLl4|rt
PrP'lJo

Other Data

o length of line

. ground resistivity

L (m)

Cg (æ -m)

Some additional data (such as conductor names, voltage and current magnitude and
phase, AC or DC) are not required in the line constants equations, but are merely for the

sake of completeness on the line data summary printout. This data will be used for future
developments in the FACE (Field and Corona Effects) module for PSCAD.

The following flowchart shows the basic calculations performed by T-LINE.
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Main freq. Loop
N=2 E ergeron
N=I00 fre-Dep

Y = Phese Slurú Adrnittance Makix
Z = Ph¡se Series Impedance Makix

Not req;ired for ideally
tansposed liræs

Ymode = Modal St¡:nt Admitance
Zmode = Modal Series Impedance

fre-Dep Model Only

fre-Dep Model Only

T-UNE Floualurt

Each of the elements in the flowchart above will now be discussed in detail.

Line Constants Equations

The formula used for the shunt admittance and series impedances [5] will be expressed in
terms of the symbols used at the beginning of this chapter:

The shunt admittance generally has a real term (G) and an imaginary term (u C). The
shunt conductance (G) is assumed to be zero. The curve fitting algorithm will effectively

introduce a shunt conductance term however. The following equation generates fr lthe
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inverse of Y):

___, 1 lÐ.1ts'' : * lnl-'ä iuzqr "'Loo 
I (a-no) fr : g.g541gge-r? 12.261

if i'. j,

oo=mp.27l

oo:mp,sl
if i: j,
n:r,v"t - ,i¡).29J

Bundling is accomplished by first calculating the impedances and admittances for the
entire system of conductors, and then collapsing the matrices down to eliminate the
bundled conductors. This method is more accurate than the GMR formula used in
PSCAD V2, particularly when the phase spacing is small compared to the sub-conductor
spacing.

The series impedance of an overhead transmission line is considerably more diffrcult to
calculate. The equations for z must include the effect of an imperfect ground. This can be
represented using Carson's integral, but a closed form approximation is available [5].

The mutual impedance between conductors i and j is:

where

1".
I lø = l------:-

!;¡t* p.341

lh:4nxl0-?

Ðit'd¡' 
as in equat ions 12.271to 12.28)

Ðe: ¿ep11t of penetration

]],",-, t2 331

anu(r, +ts¡ * Ðe)

Ð?
,u:#[*[+] .;,'[,.
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48: ground resistivity

The self impedance is:

I

2,,:r4!l''[+l .,, zn 
[ 

,or,

(n -m)

?5Á5d'-- --it 
+n ¡2ñ.üü rr

e,MCoTH-L(0.lll aaatt

N"
RadZr

12.3sl

where

M:@
lJ e t e.36)

e": Conductor resistivity (n -m)

Ð¡'d¡ 
as in equations [2.29] to [2.30]

The conductor resistivity is calculated from the DC resistance per meter:

R*, L

" A (r _m) lz.37l

The DC resistance 1fro" I ) is for one sub-conductor of a bundle. a is the area of a sub-

conductor (otx ).

The expression for Y and Z inthe phase domain and therefore have diagonal and off-
diagonal components. As described earlier, an N-phase line is modeled using N
independent modes. The transformation from the phase domain to the mode domain
requires an eigenvalue analysis and is the subject of the next section.

Eigenvalue Analysis

In order to break up an N phase line into N decoupled modes, an eigenvalue analysis is
required. Only a brief description will be provided here.

The general procedure requires finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the I'' Z
product. A valid eigenvector of thel'' å product will also diagonalize Y and Z separately.
The eigenvectors are i/ x ÄI mafices (generally complex), and there are N eigenvalues
(also complex). The eigenvectors are the transformation matrices for voltage and current.
The square root of an eigenvalue is the propagation constant ( / ) in Equations 16.12-
6.1 31.

The eigenvalue technique used was obtained from M. V/edepohl and is called root
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squaring [5]. To accelerate the root squaring process and to improve on the numerical
accuracy of the results, it is best to find the eigenvalues of:

1.a:-u 
fxrz - u] p3sl

The 'K' factor merely removes any scalars from the Y and Zmatnces, and the
subtraction of the U is done (at formula level) to avoid round-off errors. The unity factor

comes from the potential coefficient term which appears in both ts-I and Z . Finally, the
inverse ofYZ is used instead of YZ because the root squaring process will remove the
zero sequence mode last this way. Thus, the highest loss mode will have the greatest
round-off error.

The eigenvalues of B, Equation 12.38), must be inverted, one added to them, and then
scaled by the factor K before they can be used.

The root squaring eigenvalue algorithm has proved to be extremely reliable and robust.
The eigenvectors which result are simply sorted to achieve continuous eigenvectors
versus frequency, which can then be curve fitted for use in the time domain algorithm.

The difficult aspect of eigenvalue analysis as applied to a frequency dependent line
model is that the eigenvectors must be consistent from one frequency to another so that
they may be curve fitted. Another eigenvalue method has been developed which uses a

Newton Raphson algorithm to find eigenvalues/eigenvectors for frequency N+l based on
matrices from frequency N. This method has been proven to be very robust, efficient and
will work for high order matrices.

Other Line Constants Calculations

Once the eigenvalue analysis is complete, we have transformations (the eigenvectors)
which decouple the N phases into N independent modes:

j :,r-l , v, ,rlmod¿ ,v tu .rlZ.39l

v :,rl ,v,r
"mcdc 'r u 'Y 12.401

f.oa" 
¿11dZ^otte ¿¡s nOw diagonal matrices.

The Surge Impedance ¡ 
Zn 

] becomes:

v
-T¡

Finally, the attenuation constant is:
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, _f*A=ê-'12.421

where / lthe propagation constant) is the square root of the eigenvalue.

The eigenvalue analysis is undertaken at each frequency (as shown earlier in the
flowchart), as is the calculation of the surge impedance and the attenuation constant. The
results are continuous curves for these quantities versus frequency. The Frequency-
Dependent Line Model then requires these curves to be approximated with Nth order
polynomial functions of S, as discussed in the next section.

Curve Fitting

The Frequency-Dependent Line Model requires 2,, A un¿Ti to be approximated with Nth
order transfer functions, which can then be transformed to the sum of exponential form
required for the recursive convolution.

The cuwe fitting routine will only generate functions with poles and zeroes on the left
hand side of the 's' plane, thus ensuring the resultant function is minimum phase shift.
This means that if the magnitude of a function is known, then its phase is also

determined. Thus the magnitudes of Zn, and ,4 are curve-fitted.

The curve fitting algorithm used automatically places poles and zeroes in the 's' plane to
obtain a good match to the input function. If the resulting error is too large, then the order
of the approximating function is adjusted and a better match is attempted. Both the
desired error tolerance (as a percentage of the curve maximum) and the maximum order
of the function can be adjusted.

The output is an Nth order approximation to the input function. The error of the
approximation and the order of the approximation are available from the T-LINE and
CABLE constant processors. The magnitude and phase of the original and curve fitted
functions can also be written to files if desired.

The travel time for the line is calculated by comparing the phase of the approximate
function to the phase of the attenuation constant minus the frequency time the travel time.
A simple optimization procedure is used. The optimization ignores all frequencies where
the magnitude of the Attenuation constant is below 1.0E-10 (since any traveling waves at
these frequencies would essentially be completely attenuated by the time it reaches the
other end).

The user can enter the minimum and maximum frequencies for the line constants
equations. The T-LrNe and Cesrn constant processors will calculate 100 frequencies
spaced evenly on a log scale between these two frequencies.

The choice of the lower frequency will affect the effective shunt conductance of the line.
This is because the surge impedance approximated curve levels off at very low
frequencies. The lower the minimum frequency, the higher the DC surge impedance
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becomes, which means a lower effective conductance.

The choice of the higher frequency is not critical. The EMTDC main program will
automatically reduce the order of the approximated function by cutting poles and zeroes
gteater than ten times the Nyquist frequency (which is based on the time step). This
prevents needless calculations without affecting results.

Cable Impedances/Admittance Calculations

The formula for coax cable impedances and admittances involve Bessel functions and are
not trivial. If you are ambitious and need more information, contact pscad@hvdc.ca.

This page was last modified in January 2001.
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Appendix C

SI]MMARY TABLE OF MODEL RTIN RESULTS

Test circuit for analysis of coordination between a combination gap-MOV service entrance

arrester and MOV branch circuit arresters (repeat of Figure 3.1 [1]):

Pssition
rft

1m
<--3ö m---+

ï\

Fositìon
*1 ffi

!

1.#5t 4.5 m
{-.--".r-,9-..4,Þ

lc Ve Vr Service
panel

l3 Vg

l' : turrent delivered by tfre gËn*råtûr V, : Vollage at flf,rrstår
lo: üutrent TlowÌng in Eapped arresier Vn : Voìtage of MCIV when at @
l, : Curr*nt flowinE in MûV r&er¡ at r"ã¡ V' : V*ltage Õf MûV rqhën at €]
N* : Current llcwing ir¡ MOV vrhen at ãr V*: vcitage açrffis gap

The following table is a summary of the results from the corresponding sections in Chapters W

through VII, inclusive:
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I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

T1

12

13

700

749

670

840

700

749

670

700

749

670

700

749

670

749

2s98

749

749

670

893

825

884

943

306s

t28

447

t475

t02r

394

615

r628

511

686

1693

0

368

t407

137

475

724

r37

r332

1620

121

130

599

1486

0

367

1400

0

367

t404

0

368

1404

0

368

r404

791

6s6

0

t267

I 540

0

0

521.

r4t2

230

394

243

222

389

248

220

%

0

38

733

2lr

0

38

733

0

38

732

0

38

734

r44

0

598

881

0

0

84

743

136

46

40

134

46

40

vr % % \ilrorn

r 6.8 16.8

5.8 44

5.2 738

- 254

128

80

72

43

t22

77

68

- 136

-84
- 773

16 1s0

5.5 90

4.9 777

-0
-38
- 734

19 19

213 213

4.s t49

19 19

4.2 602

6.1 887

t4.6 14.6

t6.6 16.6

5.9 90

5.2 748

t4

15

t37

475

t6

l7

18

t9

67

r37

63

77

20

2l

22

23

t2l

130

79

73

Notes: 1. Voltages V are in Volts peak.
2. Currents I are in Amperes peak.
3. Energies W dissipated in MOV's are in Joules.
4. See relevant sections for discussion.
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General surges:
Case 1: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.
CaseZ: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.
Case 3: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.
Case 4: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 840 volt surge, gap hres on tail.
Case 5: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.
Case 6: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap f,rres on tail.
Case 7: MOV at end of 4.5 m branch, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.
Case 8: MOV at end of both branches, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.
Case 9: MOV at end of both branches, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.
Case 10: MOV at end of both branches, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.
Case 1 1: MOV on none of the branches, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.
Case 12: MOV on none of the branches, 750 volt surge, gap fires on tail.
Case 13: MOV on none of the branches, 2600 volt surge, gap fires on front.
Case l4: MOV at end of 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, no service entrance arrester.
Case I 5 : MOV at end of 3 6 m branch, 2600 volt surge, no service entrance arrester.

Gap tolerance surges:
Case 16:

Case 17:

Case 18:

Case 19:

Transformer surges:
Case 20:
Case 21:

Case22:
Case23:

750 volt surge, gap closes at 630 V, gap fires on tail.
750 volt surge, gap closes at770 V, gap does not fire.
2600 volt surge, gap closes at 630 V, gap fires on front.
2600 volt surge, gap closes at770 V, gap fires on front.

MOV on 36 m branch, 700 volt surge, gap does not fire.
MOV on 36 m branch, 750 volt surge, gap does not fire.
MOV on 36 m branch, 800 volt surge, gap fires on tail.
MOV on 36 m branch,2600 volt surge, gap fires on electrostatic component.
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